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ABSTRACT
The overarching goal of this dissertation was to further the development of alternative
(i.e., anaerobic and phototrophic) wastewater treatment technologies to fully realize the
potential chemical energy of wastewater and to improve the environmental and economic
sustainability of wastewater infrastructure. Anthropogenic activities are negatively impact-
ing the environment through biodiversity loss, altering nutrient cycles, and increases in
severe weather events. These impacts are subsequently hindering the ability of water re-
source recovery facilities to protect human and environmental health. Current wastewater
treatment is primarily based on the cultivation of aerobic heterotrophs and, although it pro-
vides a high-quality effluent, it is also energy intensive. High energy demand is costly both
economically and environmentally. These problems underlie a need to re-envision municipal
wastewaters as a renewable resource for nutrients and energy while continuing to hold human
and environmental health paramount.
This research addresses a critical barrier to technological advancement and adoption of
mainline anaerobic and phototrophic technologies: a lack of understanding of how to design
and model these processes to provide consistently high-quality effluent while reducing the
environmental and economic impacts of alternative technologies. Though wastewater has a
high inherent energy content, organic carbon is typically degraded to CO2 and emitted to
the atmosphere. Recovering and valorizing wastewater organic carbon is therefore critical in
order to make wastewater treatment economically and environmentally viable in the future.
To this end, an in-depth examination of anaerobic membrane bioreactor (AnMBR) designs
was conducted utilizing quantitative sustainable design to elucidate the economic and envi-
ronmental implications of 150 system configurations, prioritizing research and development
pathways to improve system sustainability. The results show that membrane-related design
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decisions (e.g., material, configuration, etc.) have a profound impact on the net present cost
and life cycle environmental impacts. Therefore, recommendations for future research are
made that prioritize AnMBR configurations with the greatest potential for full-scale success.
While AnMBRs are shown to have potential to valorize organic carbon, this technology
is ineffective for nutrient recovery. Given this, phototrophic technologies (e.g., photobiore-
actors) can be used to recover nutrients, but current modeling capabilities for phototrophic
systems are limited. Current models are frequently inaccurate and complex, inhibiting the
broad adoption of phototrophic technologies. To this end, a large-scale critical review and
statistical assessment of models for microalgae cultivation were performed. Results of the
critical review show that there are many disparate models for microalgal metabolism, ne-
cessitating a comparison of these model structures to determine a path forward for algae
modeling. The models extracted from the critical review were then compared using recon-
ciled data from a pilot-scale photobioreactor treating secondary effluent. In total, sensitivity
of 44 parameters was assessed for each of 288 models, which then informed which parameters
to use when calibrating and validating a given model. Results show that model equations
should be chosen carefully to balance computational complexity with accuracy. Altogether,
these modeling tools and assessments elucidate a pathway to the integration of anaerobic
and phototrophic treatment systems for the recovery of resources from wastewaters.
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The sanitation industry is charged with protecting public health and the aquatic environ-
ment [1, 2], but a series of challenges are straining budgets [3], motivating renewed interest
in novel technologies for wastewater management [4–6]. These challenges include: rapid and
localized population growth and decay [7, 8], weakening infrastructure [9], degradation of
surface waters resulting from excessive nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) loading [10–13],
increasingly common nutrient discharge limits [14], and a dependence on expensive, energy-
intensive treatment processes [15,16]. These challenges have prompted increased investment
in water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs), but meeting these needs with existing tech-
nologies will intensify financial pressures utilities are already facing. Simultaneously main-
taining current infrastructure and upgrading facilities to face these challenges is projected to
cost roughly $300 billion over the next 20 years [9]. Though this investment is an unprece-
dented opportunity to redefine wastewater treatment in the U.S., strict effluent limits are
instead motivating utilities to consider conventional approaches to wastewater management,
such as conventional activated sludge (CAS) and biological nutrient removal (BNR), which
will unfortunately either create new or worsen existing financial pressures [17]. In order
to truly capitalize on this investment, a shift must occur from considering wastewater as a
pollutant to be removed to a resource that can be recovered.
Coupling resource management to wastewater treatment is a critical challenge for WRRFs
in the 21st century. Current wastewater management strategies require excessive financial
and energetic expenditure to cultivate chemotrophic bacteria that are ultimately transported
to a landfill. These organisms harness energy from chemical degradation; they remove carbon
as CO2, nitrogen as N2 gas, and phosphorus as either polyphosphate (a storage compound)
or as precipitates. Once removed, these products are no longer usable, necessitating fur-
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ther energetic investment to satisfy nutrient demand in other industries (e.g., agricultural).
Continuing this linear perspective of wastewater management is unsustainable given that
phosphorus levels are steadily diminishing and global greenhouse gas levels are rising.
Utilizing anaerobic and phototrophic processes can provide a driving force for utilities to
meet the challenge of protecting public health while being financially viable. Mainline anaer-
obic wastewater treatment has several benefits over traditional aerobic processes, including:
eliminating aeration, which can account for more than half of a WRRF’s electricity [18],
reducing sludge wasting, and converting organic carbon to usable fuel (e.g., methane, hy-
drogen, electricity) [2,19–22]. Algal-based phototrophic systems are fundamentally different
from chemotrophic processes for two key reasons, allowing for greater energy and nutrient
recovery over traditional technologies: (i) instead of degrading their substrate to CO2, algae
utilize light to fix CO2, increasing the inherent energy of the wastewater, and (ii) through
assimilation and luxury uptake, algae effectively remove N and P from wastewater allowing
these nutrients to be recovered rather than discarded. The use of microalgae as fertilizer
is a $5 billion a year industry [23], and the production of storage carbohydrates and lipids
by algae has the potential to be used as biodiesel [24], bioethanol [25], and methane [26].
Though not commonly implemented, algae are able to grow mixotrophically [27–31], where
they have been shown to consume organic carbon, resulting in higher growth rates than pho-
totrophic cultivation [27]. Algae are also able to utilize dissolved organic nitrogen (DON),
refractory compounds that chemotrophic bacteria cannot metabolize and therefore are dis-
charged to the natural environment [32–35]. More than 50% of the nitrogen in the effluent of
WRRFs with BNR is DON, which is readily utilized by algae [36]. This critical obstacle can
be overcome by engineering systems that promote nutrient uptake by algae, thus allowing
WRRFs to achieve previously unattainable effluent nutrient concentrations. To date, how-
ever, there is limited understanding of how mainline anaerobic and phototrophic systems
can be designed and operated to provide consistently high-quality effluent at economic and
environmental costs lower than aerobic technologies.
A critical barrier to design and implementation of mainline anaerobic and phototrophic
systems is the dichotomy between facility size and treatment efficacy. Anaerobic technolo-
gies often suffer from inconsistent or inadequate organic carbon removal [2,22], necessitating
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larger reactors and ultimately driving up costs. With the introduction of membranes to
mainline anaerobic treatment, anaerobic membrane bioreactors (AnMBRs) overcome these
barriers and have been demonstrated to consistently produce high quality effluent along
with methane-rich biogas [2, 37–39]. Scale-up of AnMBRs from lab- and pilot-scale to full
scale has historically proven challenging, however, given that there are numerous system
configurations. To date, there is no quantitative comparison of all designs in order to deter-
mine which design decisions promote economic and environmental efficacy. Similarly, pho-
totrophic technologies have not been implemented in a full-scale WRRF because the impact
of inconsistent performance on reactor size and facility cost precludes their consideration in
design [40]. There is great potential for algal cultivation at large, centralized WRRFs [41],
but significant economies of scale need to be realized in order to reduce cultivation costs [42].
In order to move toward cost-effective system designs, a mechanistic understanding of algal
metabolism must first be established. Such an understanding will enable the development
of usable process models than can reliably predict system performance.
Functional, cost-effective mainline anaerobic and phototrophic systems will promote greater
synergy between protecting public health, protecting the aquatic environment, and achieving
financial viability. By increasing utilization of these technologies, WRRFs have the potential
to transform into biofuel production and nutrient recovery facilities and truly capitalize on
future investments. The innovation in this dissertation is the quantitative sustainable design
(QSD) of AnMBRs for use as a mainline anaerobic technology, advancing our understanding
of the individual unit processes, how they interact, and what ultimately drives their cost
and performance. Additionally, a critical review of microalgal models was performed to as-
sess the importance of model structure and determine critical model components. Building
off the critical review, a high-throughput statistical comparison of models for phototrophic
systems was conducted using pilot-scale data of a photobioreactor (PBR) in order to assess
model performance and efficacy. These two technologies can potentially be integrated, fully
realizing the concept of a water resource recovery facility, but a model for microalgae must
first be established before QSD can be performed on this system. The proposed AnMBR de-
sign and suggestions for microalgae models will significantly advance the field of wastewater




2.1 Anaerobic Wastewater Treatment
Mainline anaerobic municipal wastewater treatment is uncommon due to concerns of ef-
fluent quality, but AnMBRs could help advance adoption. Treating waste sludge or in-
dustrial wastewater through anaerobic digestion has a long history of use in the United
States, with the first digester dating back nearly a century [43]. There is comparatively lit-
tle use outside of these applications due to a perceived need for mesophilic temperatures (i.e.,
20-45 °C) and high organic loading rates [44, 45]. Wastewaters with low organic concentra-
tions and psychrophilic temperatures (i.e., <20 °C) can be treated using anaerobic technolo-
gies [5,44,46,47], but the decreases in kinetic rates caused by lower temperatures necessitate
large plant footprints. Additionally, psychrophilic temperatures can result in unreliable per-
formance, offensive odors, and poor effluent quality [22]. Methane-producing reactors also
experience issues removing dissolved methane from the effluent [2, 47]. Fundamentally, An-
MBRs integrate an anaerobic unit process with membrane filtration to decouple hydraulic
retention time (HRT) from solids retention time (SRT), allowing for increased throughput of
high-quality effluent [48] with a smaller plant footprint than conventional anaerobic technolo-
gies. However, including membranes often increases reactor energy demand due to permeate
pumping and membrane fouling control [49,50]. Given that AnMBRs are an emerging tech-
nology, many configurations are being evaluated in parallel [37,38,47,51–60]. A key challenge
to AnMBR development, however, is a lack of understanding of how these different designs
compare in terms of environmental and economic performance.
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2.2 Algal Cultivation and Nutrient Removal from Wastewater
Nutrient removal requirements are reaching the limit of current technologies. Ludzack
and Ettinger first introduced the concept of BNR in 1962 [61]; since then BNR has become
the predominant method for removing nutrients from wastewater. Generally, BNR combines
anoxic, anaerobic, or a combination of both zones with an activated sludge process [62] to
decrease nutrient concentrations. Depending on the design, implementing BNR can result in
significant cost increases due to the need for additional oxygen (for nitrification) or additional
organic carbon (for denitrification) [21]. There is a large number of BNR processes, such as
modified Ludzack-Ettinger (MLE), four- and five- stage Bardenpho, anaerobic-anoxic-oxic
(A2/O), AB, and anoxic ammonium oxidation (Anammox) [63,64]. BNR systems are often
very complex; the MLE process is the simplest of these and requires an anoxic zone followed
by an aerobic zone with mixed liquor recycle (MLR) to ensure sufficient nitrate in the anoxic
zone. MLR rates cannot be very high, however, so nitrogen removal rates are limited to 60-
85% [62]. The four-stage Bardenpho adds another anoxic zone, allowing for greater nitrogen
removal, but at the cost of increased energy consumption, facility size, and operational
complexity. The AB process is utilized by a treatment plant in Strass, Austria and is able
to effectively remove nitrogen while maintaining energy self-sufficiency [65]. Anammox has
garnered a great deal of attention recently because it is able to remove nitrogen without
the addition of organic carbon and forms granular biomass, reducing plant footprint [64,66].
Phosphorus removal using these processes can only be accomplished chemically with the
addition of iron, however [67]. Biological removal of both nitrogen and phosphorus can be
accomplished with the A2/O or five-stage Bardenpho, which include an anaerobic zone at the
beginning of the process. However, the nitrate recycle necessary for nitrogen removal inhibits
phosphorus accumulating organisms [68–70], creating tension between removal of these two
nutrients. With research and development, removal efficiencies of BNR technologies continue
to improve, but there is a limit below which nutrients can no longer be removed, known as
the limit of technology (LOT). The LOT for BNR is 3 mg/L for total nitrogen and 0.1
mg/L for total phosphorus [71]. Therefore, as effluent requirements become more stringent,
removal of both nitrogen and phosphorus past the current LOT requires a new paradigm in
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wastewater treatment that ideally would be simpler and cheaper to design and operate.
The primary motivation behind nutrient removal is to prevent algal blooms in receiving
bodies; the algae should instead be cultivated at the WRRF. The United States Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA) has stressed the importance of nutrient removal from wastewa-
ter as a means to limit or eliminate algal blooms, which cause hypoxic “dead” zones, increase
exposure to harmful microbes, and decrease the resiliency of drinking water sources [72].
Well-known examples of this include the Gulf of Mexico and Chesapeake Bay, but almost
every state (i.e., 49) faces issues related to nutrient pollution [73]. Historically, BNR has
been utilized to accomplish nutrient removal, but as effluent nutrient concentrations de-
crease, the fraction that is bioavailable to algae (i.e., organic nitrogen and phosphorus) is
increasing, sometimes to greater than 50% of the total effluent concentration (in the case of
nitrogen) [36,74,75]. Rather than expending greater amounts of energy to attempt to remove
DON, focus should be shifted to nutrient recovery systems that promote the growth of algae
prior to discharge. Passive phototrophic processes (i.e., those that cultivate algae) such as
open ponds have existed for more than a century in the United States to treat municipal or
industrial wastewaters [76]. While these technologies are simple to design and operate, pre-
dicting effluent nutrient concentrations is difficult and they require large areas of land [77].
More highly-engineered systems such as photobioreactors (PBRs) have been studied for algal
cultivation, but wastewater is rarely the focus of these technologies [78, 79]. Both types of
systems promote algal growth via suspended cultures in open (e.g., ponds [80]) or closed sys-
tems (e.g. PBRs [40]) that allow for nutrient assimilation and sunlight penetration. Other
alternatives utilize attached or immobilized cells if the algae are to be harvested [81].
Algae increase the energetic content of wastewater and allow for nutrient recovery, aug-
menting the potential to convert wastewater treatment plants into WRRFs. Conventional
BNR systems expend large amounts of energy to remove and dispose of nutrients. Though
these systems have been effective at producing clean water, a paradigm shift needs to occur
where the desired result is nutrient reuse or bioenergy feedstock production [82]. Fixing CO2
through photosynthesis can potentially produce 400% of the amount of energy of anaerobic
processes on a per m3 basis [2, 83]. Once cultivated, algae can be harvested and reused as
fertilizer [84] or can be converted into biofuels [85–87]. In this way, the vision of WRRFs can
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truly be realized, where wastewater is seen as a source of energy and nutrients and where
products are able to be valorized and sold [88].
2.3 The Need to Integrate Mixotrophic Growth of Algae
Algal cultivation is promising for wastewater treatment and biofuel production, but the
costs of construction and operation are prohibitively expensive. In order for algae to be
cultivated full-scale, large amounts of land must be utilized for ponds due to low productivity
[89] or expensive PBRs must be constructed for the algae to grow. The latter of these
options can also have issues with overheating and dissolved oxygen concentrations [90]. In
most areas, acreage and finances are insufficient for phototrophic systems. Therefore, full-
scale cultivation will require a reimagining of how to cultivate algae; decoupling growth from
nutrient uptake. The idea of decoupling in wastewater treatment has allowed for reduction
in reactor sizes by separating SRT from HRT (e.g., using a settler in activated sludge [20],
floc formation to retain biomass in upflow anaerobic sludge blankets [91–94], or biomass
retention through membrane filtration in AnMBRs [45, 95, 96]) and allows for the processes
of nitrification and denitrification to occur [21]. Compared to growth, nutrient uptake occurs
at a much faster rate [97]. If these two processes could be separated, the reactor size needed
for nitrogen and phosphorus removal would greatly decrease. However, the reactor to grow
the phototrophic algae would still possess the issues of large size or high cost.
Cultivating algae mixotrophically results in higher productivities and can occur without
the presence of light. Though algae typically operate phototrophically, some species (e.g.,
Chlorella sorokiniana [98], Chlorella vulgaris [28], Scenedesmus acutus [99], and Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii [100]) have been shown to possess the ability to metabolize organic
carbon, making them facultative heterotrophs. This dual metabolism, known as mixotro-
phy, allows algae to grow in more diverse conditions, such as in the absence of light [101].
Interestingly, studies have shown that mixotrophic algal growth rates can be faster than
phototrophic growth [31, 102–104] and can result in higher cell densities [28, 105, 106]. This
is likely due to two reasons: (i) the algae have two sources of energy (i.e., light and organic
carbon) and (ii) growth on organic carbon offsets the decrease in available energy due to light
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attenuation at high cell concentrations. Facilitating mixotrophic metabolism has important
implications on reactor design. First, a higher growth rate allows for shorter SRTs, which in
turn can reduce the required size of the overall algal cultivation system. Additionally, being
able to grow in low light or dark conditions means that algae do not have to be cultivated
in PBRs, but can instead be cultivated in less expensive reactors.
Mixotrophic algal growth can provide a selective pressure to inhibit invasive species and
promote the formation of a functionally stable community. As with most biological processes,
invasive species are a consistent issue that, if left unchecked, can destabilize or destroy an
entire community [107]. Algal systems are particularly susceptible to contamination by bac-
teria [108]. In order to combat this, the use of antibiotics has been suggested [109], but this
would increase already high operation costs; the implications on spreading antibiotic resis-
tance also preclude using antibiotics. A much less expensive method to limit contamination
of invasive species would be to design the system so that the environment is only conducive
to algal growth. Competitively selecting for certain organisms is not without precedent in
wastewater treatment (e.g., selecting for phosphorus-accumulating organisms over glycogen-
accumulating organisms [110–112]). Therefore, cultivating algae mixotrophically, wherein
they are encouraged to grow rapidly, followed by phototrophic nutrient removal may provide
an environment in which only algae can thrive. Additionally, combining mixotrophic culti-
vation with anaerobic wastewater treatment would further limit opportunities for aerobic,
heterotrophic organisms to grow. That being said, such a regime has not yet been studied.
Mixotrophic growth is frequently considered for biofuel production, but is seldom men-
tioned when discussing municipal wastewater treatment. Mixotrophic algal cultivation has
been shown to result in higher lipid productivity compared to phototrophic growth [28], im-
plying the potential for greater, less expensive biofuel production. As a result, most studies
examining mixotrophic growth do so with the intent of improving the quantity or quality of
biofuels produced (i.e., of 160 articles found, 140 focused on biofuels; e.g., [28,98,113–116]).
While algae present a potential benefit to the biofuel industry due to their ability to use
non-arable land, supplying carbon (whether organic carbon or CO2), nitrogen, and phos-
phorus are prohibitively expensive [89]. Wastewater has been suggested as a source for the
carbon and nutrients needed for mixotrophic growth (e.g., [106, 117]) and algae have been
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shown to be able to grow on anaerobic effluent (namely, volatile fatty acids; [118,119]), but
the focus of these studies continues to be improving biofuel yield rather than effluent quality.
While producing biofuel can certainly help offset operation costs in WRRFs, in order to truly
revolutionize algal wastewater treatment, nutrient removal and recovery must be prioritized
over biofuel production. With this shift in focus in mind, a model of microalgal growth needs
to be able to simulate not only phototrophic metabolism, but also should account for the
impacts of mixotrophy. Such a model focusing on wastewater treatment does not currently
exist, precluding the consideration of microalgal processes at WRRFs.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF ANAEROBIC MEMBRANE
BIOREACTORS FOR THE VALORIZATION OF
DILUTE ORGANIC CARBON WASTE STREAMS
3.1 Introduction
Aqueous waste organics represent a ubiquitous, renewable resource for bioenergy produc-
tion. To date, aerobic degradation of organics to carbon dioxide (CO2) has been the primary
approach to wastewater management, despite incurred energy costs of 1,000-2,000 kWh·kg
carbon–1 [15,20,120–122]. As a result, wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs, a.k.a. water
resource recovery facilities, WRRFs) consume an estimated 3% of the US electricity demand,
or 15 GW in the U.S. alone [15, 19]. Additionally, as next generation biorefineries come on-
line, wastewater treatment will be responsible for roughly 20% of capital costs and parasitic
losses on the order of 11-26% of a refinery’s operational electricity consumption [123–125]. As
utilities and governments invest hundreds of billions of dollars in wastewater infrastructure
over the coming decades [9], the valorization of industrial- and municipal-derived aqueous
waste organics can play a key role in aligning economic and environmental performance along
sustainable trajectories [4, 19, 126,127].
Mainline anaerobic wastewater treatment has been shown to have several benefits over
traditional aerobic processes, including the potential to eliminate aeration (often half of a
WTTP’s electricity consumption [18]), reduce sludge wasting, and convert organic carbon
to usable fuel (e.g., methane, hydrogen, electricity) [2, 19, 21, 22, 128]. Mainline anaerobic
B. D. Shoener, C. Zhong, A. D. Greiner, W. Khunjar, P.-Y. Hong, J. S. Guest “Design of Anaerobic
Membrane Bioreactors for the Valorization of Dilute Organic Carbon Waste Streams,” Energy & Environ-
mental Science, vol. 9, no. 3, pp. 1102-1112, March 2016. - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry
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Figure 3.1: Discrete design decisions evaluated as potential development pathways for
AnMBR. Initial choices limited downstream alternatives, as indicated by black lines and
brackets. Dissolved methane recovery and utilization options were available to all designs.
This approach resulted in a total of 150 discrete AnMBR designs that were evaluated as
potential development pathways. A full list of evaluated designs can be found in Table A.1.
treatment has been slow to take hold in technologically advanced communities due to sev-
eral critical challenges, including large land requirements, unreliable performance at low
temperatures, the potential to produce odors, and poor effluent quality [22]. Methane-
producing technologies - which demonstrate the highest levels of energy production (as kJ·g
carbon removed–1 [2]) - also suffer from high concentrations of soluble methane in reactor
effluent [22]. However, technological advances continue to improve soluble methane recov-
ery [129], and long-term performance of psychrophilic (<20 ◦C) anaerobic technology has
been demonstrated [130, 131]. A persistent barrier to anaerobic technologies, however, has
been their failure to achieve adequate organic carbon removal to reliably meet discharge
requirements [2]. With the introduction of membranes to mainline anaerobic treatment,
anaerobic membrane bioreactors (AnMBRs) overcome this critical barrier and have been
demonstrated to consistently produce high quality effluent in conjunction with high levels
of methane-rich biogas production [2, 37–39, 132, 133]. With significant potential to align
goals for bioenergy production and wastewater treatment, the research, development, and
deployment (RD&D) of AnMBR is actively pursued. A key challenge in AnMBR RD&D,
however, is the many disparate, competing designs and a lack of understanding of their
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relative sustainability and the factors governing environmental and economic performance.
The fundamental characteristic of AnMBR is the integration of an anaerobic unit process
[e.g., completely stirred tank reactor (CSTR) or anaerobic filter (AF)] with membrane fil-
tration [48]. The inclusion of membranes in the biological process allows hydraulic retention
time (HRT) to be reliably decoupled from solids residence time (SRT); this often results
in much smaller plant footprints (compared to conventional anaerobic treatment) and can
lower capital costs [45]. However, the inclusion of membranes may result in trade-offs such
as increased energy demand due to permeate pumping and, more significantly, membrane
fouling control (e.g., gas sparging) [49, 50]. Ultimately, AnMBR is still an emerging tech-
nology, and many novel designs are being evaluated in parallel [37, 38,47,51,52,54–60,134].
With a broad range of possible configurations (including reactor structure, fouling mitigation
strategy, membrane type, etc.), it is expected that a subset of these alternatives are bound
to be inherently better than others in terms of economic viability and environmental impacts
of full-scale installations. To date, however, configurations have only been analyzed one-at-
a-time [50, 135–137], limiting the field’s understanding of which RD&D pathways have the
greatest potential to align trajectories toward environmental and economic sustainability.
The objective of this work was to evaluate the environmental and economic implications
of the broad landscape of AnMBR designs to prioritize RD&D needs. To this end, discrete
design decisions were identified and assembled to generate 150 unique AnMBR designs,
including various combinations of reactor design, membrane design, and methane manage-
ment (Figure 3.1, Table A.1). Given that the focus of this study was on the identification of
technology development pathways rather than the existing performance of individual con-
figurations, it was assumed that each configuration could (at present or with incremental
improvements over time) eventually achieve adequate effluent quality to meet permit re-
quirements for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and suspended solids (e.g., 30 mg·L–1
and 30 mg·L–1, respectively). This assumption is supported by a range of AnMBR designs
that have been demonstrated to achieve ≥90% COD removal (Table A.6). Full-scale designs
for all configurations were developed and assessed using a quantitative sustainable design
(QSD) methodology [4] integrating life cycle assessment (LCA) and techno-economic analy-
sis (TEA) in a Monte Carlo framework in MATLAB. Sensitivity analysis was also conducted
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to determine which input parameters have the greatest influence on environmental and eco-
nomic metrics. Finally, the relative importance of individual design decisions to economic
and environmental sustainability were quantified and targets for research and development
were prioritized.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Impact of Design Decisions
Membrane type [hollow fiber (HF), flat sheet (FS), multi-tube (MT)], membrane configu-
ration (submerged, cross-flow), and GAC inclusion had the greatest relative median impacts
on both cost (Figure 3.2; 0.72, 0.19, and 0.39) and GWP (0.56, 0.58, and 1.28). Consistent
trends were observed for reactor type, with AFs being less expensive than CSTRs (on average
6.2%), and for membrane types used in cross-flow configuration, with MT membranes con-
sistently having the lowest GWP (median value 81% lower). Other choices, however, were
more nuanced. For example, including GAC always reduced GWP (by 58% on average) and,
when used in conjuction with HF membrane modules, lowered the total cost by 25%. When
GAC was used in conjunction with FS modules, however, the additional membrane tank
volume (FS required more tankage per m2 of membrane surface area) increased the cost
by roughly 40%. Although GAC eliminates the need for gas sparging, the material itself
is expensive (Table A.2). When a large amount of GAC is needed - as in the case of FS
AnMBRs (which require a larger membrane tank than HF units handling the same flow) -
the cost of GAC may outweigh any environmental benefits. This finding highlights the need
for the development of membrane modules specifically designed to leverage physical media
(e.g., GAC) for fouling mitigation, while also reducing membrane tank volume.
Methane management (i.e., deciding whether or not to include a degassing membrane,
DM) was also high in its impact on GWP because for any given design, if a DM was not
included, anywhere between 30-50% of the produced methane was lost in the effluent [39,55]
and was assumed to result in fugitive emissions to the atmosphere as a potent greenhouse
gas (GHG). The degassing membrane is an early-stage technology with anticipated improve-
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ments in efficiency [138], but a range of soluble methane management technologies may have
potential for dramatic reductions in GHG reductions if energy positive operation or the
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Aerobic  
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Figure 3.2: Relative impact of design decisions on global warming potential (GWP) and
life cycle costs (as net present value, NPV). Values were calculated by dividing the
difference in median values for a given metric (i.e., cost or GWP) between two
configurations that only varied by one decision by the minimum of the two values. A value
of 0.1, therefore, represents a 10% difference in NPV or GWP stemming from that
individual design decision. Intersections of similarly colored lines are the median of both
data sets, circles indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, and the ends of each line are the 10th
and 90th percentiles. For membrane material, the cost of all materials was assumed to be
the same, so there is no observed variation in NPV due to membrane material choice.
3.2.2 Impacts of Individual Designs
After examining the relative TEA and LCA impacts of the six discrete decisions under
uncertainty, the cumulative impacts of each of the individual 150 AnMBR designs were
compared to each other and to the performance of a state-of-the-art activated sludge system
for organic carbon removal consisting of high rate activated sludge (HRAS; the first step in
the AB process) coupled with anaerobic digestion (AD; see detailed explanation in A.5.2).






































































Cross-flow Multi-tube Submerged with GAC High Rate Activated Sludge + Anaerobic Digestion All Other AnMBR Designs
Figure 3.3: Parallel coordinate plot comparing 150 designs based on costs (as NPV), net
energy demand, and life cycle environmental impacts. For each metric, values are
normalized between 0 and 1 by taking the difference between a given value and the
minimum and dividing it by the range of the data set. For example, a total cost
normalized value of 0.5 means the design had a cost that was half way between the design
with the minimum cost and the design with the maximum cost. Designs with the lowest
cost (i.e., exclusively those with cross-flow, MT membranes) are blue and those that
included submerged membranes and GAC are red. Designs below the black horizontal line
in Net Energy Demand are energy positive.
In order to comparatively examine the full landscape of designs, the median values of the
net present value, net energy, and life cycle environmental impacts for each design were





where M is the median value (from 3,000 trials) of metric i for design j, N is the normalized
value, and Mi,min and Mi,max represent the minimum and maximum median values (across
all 150 designs) for metric i, respectively (Figure 3.3; actual values for the minimum and
maximum across all designs are reported in Table A.4). Designs were also compared to a
HRAS+AD treatment process using established kinetic and design parameters (details in
Section A.5.2) [20].
In general, designs in the 90th percentile of costs had similar environmental impacts to
those that were in the 10th percentile, indicating that certain design decisions decouple costs
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Submerged  flat  sheet  with  GAC
Submerged  with  gas  sparging
Cross-­flow  flat  sheet
Figure 3.4: Comparison of cost [net present value, $ Million] to net energy consumption
[kWh·m–3] for all 150 configurations. Diamonds and squares represent cross-flow and
submerged configurations, respectively. See Figure 3.3 for an explanation of the color
scheme. Configurations below the bolded line are energy positive.
from energy consumption and environmental impacts. Specifically, the most expensive de-
signs were principally submerged FS AnMBRs with GAC, with high costs stemming from
larger membrane tanks (and thus, more GAC) as compared to HF systems (Figure 3.4). The
elimination of gas sparging through the use of an AFMBR (i.e., the use of physical media
for fouling mitigation) had dramatic benefits across environmental impact categories due to
reduced electricity consumption, which led to strong environmental performance for all con-
figurations leveraging GAC. In particular, AFMBR systems demonstrated the greatest level
of energy positive performance, with estimated -0.09 to -0.06 kWh·m–3; significantly better
than conventional activated sludge WWTPs which consume roughly 0.3 to 0.6 kWh·m–3 for
similar levels of COD removal [120, 121]. The HRAS+AD system was 13-34% more expen-
sive than the top performing configurations (i.e. cross-flow with MT) - primarily due to
aeration and sludge wastage requirements - but also operated near energy neutrality and
had the lowest eutrophication impact. Eutrophication of all designs was driven by direct
aquatic emissions (i.e., the effluent), and superior HRAS+AD performance stemmed from
increased biomass yield and the assimilation of N and P into new biomass, thereby remov-
ing more nutrients from the wastewater during treatment. The relative difference between
16
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of (A) cost as NPV and (B) GWP to 22 input parameters. Values
were determined using the results from Spearman’s rank correlation calculations for all 150
configurations. Negative values indicate an inverse correlation between the input
parameter and the output value. Tails are the 10th and 90th percentiles. The color of the
boxes correspond to the colors in Figure 3.1, where colors relate to the component of the
AnMBR that is directly impacted. Inputs were also categorized based on whether they
impact all scenarios or are specific to a technology/process.
HRAS+AD and AnMBR eutrophication would be dramatically reduced for waste streams
with more dilute nutrients or with N and P recovery downstream of AnMBR (discussed in
more detail below). Designs above the 90th percentile for most environmental impacts (ex-
cluding ozone depletion and GWP) were cross-flow FS units because of the increased mass
of membrane material needed and the added energy consumption from higher pumping rates
to achieve adequate cross-flow velocity. The worst performing designs (above the 90th per-
centile) for ozone depletion and global warming were those that used membranes made of
PTFE, which has a disproportionately high environmental footprint (normalized impact per
kg of membrane material) as compared to other membrane materials that do not require
fluorination.
Designs in the 20th percentile for cost had a cross-flow, MT membrane (blue lines in Figure
3.3), which also achieved near energy neutral performance (-0.02 to 0.01 kWh·m–3; Figure
3.4). Although the AFMBR technology did achieve more energy positive performance, the
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Table 3.1: TEA and LCA impacts of key design decisions and proposed research and
development priorities.
Design Subset Relative Performance of Subset Research and Development Targets
Cross-flow velocity
<0.5 m·s–1
Shear and system performance




Upflow velocity for physical media
<7.5 m·hr–1 with HRT <1.6 hr
Membrane geometry










cost of GAC put AFMBR at ∼10-31% higher life cycle cost than cross-flow systems with
MT membranes. Focusing on the 10% of designs with the lowest cost (which varied by $5
million in NPV) resulted in far less variability in LCA impacts than the full spectrum of
designs, but even within these designs the median GWP impacts varied from 0.10 to 0.85 kg
CO2 eq. per m3 treated. Thus, although cost minimization would steer design away from
the worst (from a life cycle environmental perspective) designs, differences in environmental
impacts may still be significant (varying up to an order of magnitude in the Monte Carlo
simulations).
3.2.3 Sensitivity to Scenario, Process, and Technology Assumptions
The sensitivity of total net present value and GWP (both on a per m3 treated basis) to
each of the 22 input variables (Table 3.2) were determined using Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficients (Figure 3.6), as described in the Section 3.4. Cost was most sensitive to interest,
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flux, and membrane lifetime, with median correlation coefficients of -0.50 (i.e., a moderate
negative correlation), -0.38, and -0.29, respectively. These values were significantly different
from a “dummy” variable that had no effect on the model outputs (p-values <0.001, Wilcoxon
rank sum test). Membrane cost had a moderate positive correlation (0.16). Certain input
parameters only impacted specific designs (e.g., cross-flow velocity for designs with a cross-
flow configuration); correlations for these parameters were only calculated for the relevant
designs.
GWP was most sensitive to flux, which was shown to have a moderate negative correlation
(-0.48) stemming from the impact on membrane tank volume and membrane materials (in-
creasing flux would decrease these sources of environmental impacts). This was statistically
different from the “dummy” variable (p<0.001). The influent soluble substrate concentration
had an elevated 90th percentile (0.37). AF AnMBRs with a cross-flow MT membrane or
AFs with a submerged membrane had higher sensitivity to this parameter. The percent of
methane partitioned to the biogas (i.e., the percent that is not dissolved in the effluent) had
a high 90th percentile (-0.87) because of methane’s potency as a GHG. Sensitivity to spe-
cific gas demand (SGD) was high (0.89), because increased SGD led to increased electricity
consumption and, ultimately, higher GWP.
3.2.4 Research, Development & Deployment Prioritization
Arguably the greatest strength of AnMBR is its ability to reliably, and under a range
of temperatures and loading conditions [47, 139], achieve high levels of carbon removal (90-
99%) [2, 39] from municipal wastewater. As further research is conducted on this emerging
technology, treatment efficacy is expected to improve in conjunction with decreasing costs
[137]. In order to expedite this process, the work presented here examined 150 possible
AnMBR designs in order to prioritize research and development needs; a summary of these
priorities can be found in Table 3.1.
AnMBRs may continue to be developed as both CSTRs and AFs, with submerged and
cross-flow configurations. A critical challenge for cross-flow systems is the need to improve
pumping efficiency relative to membrane scouring [140]. MT designs outperform existing
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FS designs in this respect, and membrane geometries targeting >0.02 m·s–1 cross-flow ve-
locity per m3·hr–1 feed flow should be prioritized to reduce pumping. Even with increased
efficiency in membrane geometry, a fundamental tension may still exist between fouling
mitigation (which is improved through higher shear) and the stability and performance of
anaerobic bioprocesses (which may be negatively impacted by higher shear). High shear
has been shown to disturb syntrophic interactions among anaerobic microorganisms (likely
caused by a buildup of fermentation products) [141], indicating that the implications of
shear on hydrolysis, microbial community structure, and overall reactor performance need
to be examined further. As a result, cross-flow velocities below 0.5 m·s–1 should be targeted
and fouling mitigation studies should also track bioprocess performance (CH4 production,
carbon removal, volatile fatty acid build-up, etc.) under continuous, long-term operation.
A critical challenge for submerged systems also stems from fouling mitigation, with this
analysis demonstrating the clear need to eliminate gas sparging and replace it with less
energy-intensive processes. Possible development pathways include the use of physical media
for scouring of the membrane surface [54,55,142] or membrane vibration [22,143,144]. Includ-
ing GAC in an AnMBR has many benefits (e.g., decreased membrane fouling [55, 145, 146],
higher fluxes [145], and removal of trace contaminants) [55], but its use needs to be further
evaluated through long-term experimental studies to better quantify trade-offs between an
increased flux and a potential decrease in membrane life (increasing maintenance costs). To
the degree possible, research efforts should focus on physical medium selection and mem-
brane geometry to achieve membrane cleaning without damage, and simultaneously target
cheaper, smaller, and lower density particles [142] to reduce upflow velocity requirements
for bed expansion (e.g., reduce upflow velocity to <7.5 m·hr–1 while keeping HRT below
1.6 hrs). Research on membrane materials can further support this goal by continuing to
target better resistance to fouling while simultaneously increasing useful life [39, 142]. In-
creasing membrane material efficiency (i.e., the ratio of membrane surface area to material
volume) to over 2,000 m2·m–3 will also contribute to lower cost, more efficient systems
with reduced environmental impacts. Finally, although researchers have achieved long-term
AFMBR operation (485 days, 0.8 m3 reactor volume) without chemical cleaning, cleaning
may ultimately benefit system performance and a method should be developed that does
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not harm organisms attached to the fluidized GAC [146].
The release of dissolved methane to the atmosphere via reactor effluent is a persis-
tent problem for AnMBRs that has significant impacts on energy recovery and life cycle
GWP [120, 147, 148]. Existing approaches include the use of sweep gas [22, 129] or vacuum
extraction with a degassing membrane [138]; the latter was examined in this study as well
as in Pretel et al [50]. If DMs are ultimately able to recover the same amount of energy (as
methane) than that which is required to operate the system (as electricity), these systems
would reduce the life cycle GWP of a plant by more than half but at a 5% increase in
NPV. These environmental benefits may also be achieved through alternative uses of soluble
methane, including the production of chemicals (e.g., methanol [149–153]) or the facilita-
tion of denitrification [154]. Ultimately, the criticality of soluble methane management and
the breadth of potential solutions underscores the need to develop integrated solutions for
WWTPs interested in AnMBR. Beyond methane, nutrient management is a critical chal-
lenge for many utilities, creating opportunities for downstream nitrogen removal [39,155] or
the development of more comprehensive resource recovery strategies through the integra-
tion of phototrophic bioprocesses (e.g., microalgae cultivation for energy positive nutrient
recovery) [2].
3.3 Conclusions
This novel analysis of AnMBR examined 150 potential development pathways, and iden-
tifies a range of research and development needs for this emerging technology. In addition
to those specific needs identified above (and in Table 3.1), research efforts should continue
to focus on core elements of AnMBR that reduce costs without sacrificing treatment efficacy
(e.g., increasing membrane flux [147], decreasing HRT [39]), maintaining the goal of achiev-
ing adequate effluent quality at costs below conventional aerobic systems. There were no
designs that had both the lowest costs and lowest environmental impacts, though designs
below the 10th percentile for costs did have comparatively low environmental impacts. Most
design decisions resulted in trade-offs, the navigation of which is necessary if AnMBRs are
to become broadly applied at full-scale WWTPs [50, 137]. Relative to the state-of-the-art
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WWTPs relying on mainline aerobic treatment processes (HRAS+AD or the first stage of
the AB process coupled with AD), two subsets of configurations - (i) cross-flow with multi-
tube and (ii) submerged hollow fiber with GAC - were less expensive and able to achieve
energy neutral or positive treatment. If future research targets the design, operational, and
material improvements discussed here, net energy positive treatment and life cycle environ-
mental benefits (e.g., net GHG removal from the atmosphere through energy offsets) can
be achieved. In the U.S., hundreds of billions of dollars will be spent over the next few
decades to meet more stringent discharge requirements and update aging infrastructure [9].
In parallel, existing and emerging biomass-based industries - including the biological pro-
duction of fuels and chemicals - will generate dilute organic carbon waste streams that must
be managed. Utilizing AnMBRs instead of energy-intensive aerobic processes will not only
reduce costs and environmental impacts, but will ultimately align goals for local and global




To evaluate the broad range of AnMBR designs that could be pursued in the coming years,
the following discrete decisions were considered (Figure 3.1): reactor type, membrane config-
uration, membrane type, membrane material, soluble methane management, and methane
processing method. The landscape of possible combinations of these decisions (e.g., a sub-
merged membrane unit could only have a hollow fiber or flat sheet membrane module, not
a multi-tube module) was assembled based on the literature and industry experience. Ulti-
mately, the overall costs and environmental impacts of 150 different AnMBR designs were
compared (Table A.1). Details of individual decisions are described below.
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3.4.1.1 Reactor Type and Configuration
The two reactor types considered in this study were CSTRs [38, 47, 51, 58, 60] and AF
reactors [20, 45, 60, 122, 140]. For CSTRs, the volume of the reactor was dictated by HRT
whereas AF sizing was determined by the organic loading rate (OLR; Table 3.2 lists values
used for reactor design). The impact of including a down-flow aerobic sponge filter (AeF)
[156] downstream of the AF was also evaluated, where AeF sizing was also dictated by OLR.
Each type of reactor could use one of two membrane configurations: submerged [37] or cross-
flow [38,52]. Submerged systems were designed as side-stream AnMBRs (as described by Liao
and colleagues [45]) with two reactors in series: a biological reactor followed by a membrane
tank. Membrane tanks were as small as possible to accommodate the required number
of membrane units, which was dictated by flux and design specifications from GE [157],
Kubota [158], and Pentair [159]. If the design HRT (Table 3.2) was greater than the HRT
of the membrane tank, a preceding CSTR was designed to accommodate the difference.
Cross-flow systems were housed in a building adjacent to the biological reactors.
The implications of including physical media (assumed to be granular activated carbon,
GAC, based on recent work on this topic [54,55,59]) in submerged configurations - designated
the anaerobic fluidized MBR (AFMBR) [55] - was also examined. If GAC was included, it
was placed only in the membrane tank and recirculation pumping was increased to achieve
adequate upflow velocity for full bed expansion of the GAC; headloss due to bed expansion
was assumed to be negligible [142]. No GAC replacement was assumed (consistent with
Kim et al. [55]) and no aerobic polishing (consistent with Smith et al. [137]) post-membrane
filtration was included.
3.4.1.2 Membrane Type and Material
The three membrane types considered in this study were hollow fiber (HF) [37,51,55,57,59],
flat sheet (FS) [38, 47, 56, 60], and multi-tube (MT) [140, 160]. While FS membranes can
be used in either configuration, in full-scale systems HF or MT membranes are generally
restricted to submerged or cross-flow configurations, respectively. In order to include specific
membrane information (e.g., nominal surface area per module) a default membrane was
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assumed for each type: GE ZeeWeed* 500D for HFs, Kubota RM515 for FS, and Pentair
X-flow for MT.
Three types of membrane material were included in the LCA: plastic, sintered steel, and
ceramic. Within plastic, four types were considered: polyethersulfone (PES), polyvinylidene-
fluoride (PVDF), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
[38, 47, 52, 54, 55, 58, 60]. Plastic was assumed to be usable for any membrane type, but
sintered steel and ceramic were limited to FS and HF membranes, respectively. While these
materials incur different environmental impacts due to their respective production methods,
differences in costs were assumed to be negligible.
3.4.1.3 Methane Recovery and Utilization
At ambient temperatures, upwards of 50% of produced methane can be dissolved in An-
MBR permeate (i.e., reactor effluent) [2]. If unutilized, dissolved methane would ultimately
be lost to the atmosphere as a fugitive emission (i.e., an unintended release to the natu-
ral environment), reducing bioenergy production and undermining broader goals to reduce
global warming potential (GWP; methane is approximately 28 times worse than CO2 on a
100 year time horizon [161]). In order to recover all produced methane, the potential use of
a degassing membrane (DM) was also included to quantify the trade-offs (in terms of cost
and environmental impacts) of recovering methane or releasing it to the atmosphere [138].
Biogas produced and collected during the anaerobic process was assumed to be reused for
energy and heat generation using a combined heat and power (CHP) system. Four CHP
systems were evaluated in this study: internal combustion, combustion gas, microturbine,
and fuel cell (their associated efficiencies can be found in Table A.2) [135,162].
3.4.1.4 Operation and Cleaning
Scouring of the membrane surface is necessary to remove foulants and varies depending on
the reactor configuration, influent wastewater, and operational conditions [160]. Cross-flow
systems utilized a high cross-flow velocity to mitigate fouling, whereas submerged AnMBRs
relied on gas sparging. As an alternative to gas sparging, membrane scouring in submerged
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systems was also achieved by fluidizing a bed of GAC in direct contact with the membrane
[55].
For further foulant removal, chemical cleaning - both in-place (CIP) and out-of-place
(COP) - may be required. Citric acid (100% by weight) and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl,
12.5% by weight) were included in this study for inorganic and organic foulant removal,
respectively. Annual consumptions were assumed to be 0.6 L·yr–1 per m3·d–1 and 2.2 L·yr–1
per m3·d–1 for citric acid and NaOCl, respectively, based on industry experience (Table A.2).
This assumption did not significantly impact the costs or life cycle environmental impacts
of the system.
Table 3.2: Parameters varied during Monte Carlo simulation. For parameters with normal
distributions, values shown are means with standard deviation in parentheses.
Parameter Units Distribution Valuesa Citation
Flux L·m–2·hr–1 Triangular 5,12,17 [56,137,163]
TMPb bar Triangular 0.04,0.17,0.37 [47,52,134,137,163]
Membrane life years Triangular 5,10,15 [137]
Membrane cost $·m–2 Uniform 64.5-107.6 [164]
Organic loading (AF) g COD·L–1·d–1 Uniform 0.2-8 [20]
Hydraulic loading (AF) m·hr–1 Uniform 2-6 [122]
Organic loading (AeF) g COD·L–1·d–1 Uniform 0.5-4 [20,156]
Hydraulic loading (AeF) m·hr–1 Uniform 0.11-0.44 [165]
HRTc hr Uniform 8-12 [56,137]
HRT for GACd hr Uniform 2.2-3.3 [163]
Recirculation ratio Multiple of forward flow Uniform 0.5-4 [50,137]
Cross-flow velocity m·s–1 Uniform 0.4-2 [45]
Specific gas demand m3·m–2·hr–1 Uniform 0.05-1.2 [50,137]
Sparging frequency % Uniform 50-100 [47]
GAC concentration g·L–1 Uniform 187.8-225 [55,145,163]
Biomass yield g biomass·g COD–1 Uniform 0.02-0.08 [21,137]
Percent gaseous methane % Uniform 50-70 [39,55]
Upflow velocity for GAC bed expansion m·hr–1 Triangular 6,8,10 [142]
Flow rate ML Normal 75.7 (18.9) e
Influent soluble substrate mg COD·L–1 Normal 300 (30) e
Influent particulate substrate mg COD·L–1 Normal 100 (10) e
Interest % Uniform 6-10 e
a Probability density functions were characterized by: minimum and maximum values (uniform); minimum,






3.4.2 Techno-Economic Analysis (TEA)
Using the system boundary described above, costs for the construction, operation, and
maintenance of unit processes were calculated using equations derived from CapdetWorks™(v3.0;
Hydromantis Environmental Software Solutions, Inc.) and Hazen and Sawyer (Section A.3).
In order to compare the costs of different configurations, the net present value (NPV) was
calculated assuming an interest rate that varied uniformly between 6-10%. Unit costs for
equipment were acquired from CapdetWorks ™ 2014 vendor data or were retrieved directly
from the manufacturer. See Section A.3 for a detailed explanation of cost calculations.
3.4.3 Life Cycle Assessment
3.4.3.1 Goal and Scope Definiton
LCA has been widely used to assess the broader environmental impacts of wastewater
technologies and management decisions [166], and was conducted here alongside net energy
balance as an assessment of the environmental sustainability of design alternatives. LCA was
carried out according to the methodology of ISO 14040/14044 [167,168]. The functional unit
for this study was the treatment of 1 m3 wastewater (300 mg COD·L–1) to discharge quality
(30 mg COD·L–1), with a project lifetime of 30 years. The system boundary included both
construction and operation of the plant (Figure A.1), but demolition was excluded (consis-
tent with [169–172]). First and second order environmental impacts were also examined,
where first order impacts were classified as direct emissions (to water, air, and land) from
the WTTP and second order impacts stemmed from off-site processes such as electricity pro-
duction/transmission, material production, transportation, and avoided energy production
offset by biogas recovery and utilization.
3.4.3.2 Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)
The LCI for construction was generated from the detailed design of full-scale plants using
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Figure 3.6: Experimental data for key operational parameters for AnMBRs. Data were
separated by membrane configuration (i.e., submerged - square or cross-flow - diamond)
and were labeled according to their citation (see Table A.6 for list of citations and values).
If the configuration was listed as submerged, but a cross-flow velocity was given, the
AnMBR was considered to have a cross-flow configuration. Data is presented as single
points or a range of values, signified by error bars. Unfilled symbols represent pilot-scale
AnMBRs (i.e., >500 L); these were given preference when determining uncertainty
distributions for the model (gray shading). Colors correspond to how the input affected the
model (see Figure 3.5 for a description). HRT has two distributions: one for AnMBRs with
GAC (2.2-3.3 hours) and one for AnMBRs without GAC (8-16 hours).
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industry standards [20], and multiplicative factors as described below. Once reactors, mem-
brane cassettes, piping networks, and buildings (to house pumps, blowers, and cross-flow
membrane units) were designed, the following items were quantified: volume of concrete,
volume of excavation, mass of piping material, mass of membrane material, and mass of
materials for the combined heat and power (CHP) system. A multiplicative approach was
utilized to account for other miscellaneous WTTP construction materials (reinforcing steel,
transportation, wiring, etc.) as outlined by Fahner [173] and Doka [174] and used by Foley
and colleagues [175], excluding those materials and processes that were directly quantified
from detailed design (listed above).
For operation, considered processes included citric acid and NaOCl consumption for mem-
brane cleaning, electricity consumption and offsets, GAC, membrane replacement, and sludge
landfilling. Direct emissions from the plant to air and water were also included in this study
(i.e., COD, NH3, NH+4 , organic nitrogen, total phosphorus, and PO
3–
4 to water; CH4 and
CO2 to air). The electricity mix was set to the 2014 U.S. average [176], namely: 39%
hard coal, 27% natural gas, 19% nuclear, 7% hydroelectric, 4.1% wind, 1.5% biomass, and
1% petroleum. For all materials and processes, LCI data were gathered using ecoinvent
v3.0 [177] and surrogates were used for items without available inventory data (Table A.3).
3.4.3.3 Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
The LCIA was conducted using the tool for the reduction and assessment of chemical and
other environmental impacts (TRACI v2.1), which classifies and characterizes the impact
of each raw material and emission (quantified in the LCI) across nine categories: strato-
spheric ozone depletion, global warming potential (GWP), tropospheric smog formation,
acidification, eutrophication, human health (HH) cancer, HH non-cancer, HH criteria-related
(focusing on impacts of particulate matter and its precursors), and ecotoxicity [178]. No nor-
malization, weighting, or aggregation beyond TRACI was performed.
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3.4.4 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses
Monte Carlo with Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS; 3,000 trials per AnMBR design) was
used to propagate input uncertainty for 22 parameters (Table 3.2) to quantify costs and life
cycle environmental impacts for each design. The analysis was repeated with 1,000 trials
per design to confirm results did not change and that 3,000 trials was more than sufficient
to generate reproducible results. Assigned values were based on the literature or were con-
servatively estimated if data were lacking. Uncertainty distributions were also assigned to
each parameter based on data availability; uniform distributions (i.e., ± 20% of the assigned
value) were used unless evidence suggested otherwise. The sensitivity of net present value
and GWP (both normalized to a per m3 treated basis) to the input parameters across all con-
figurations was determined by comparing Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients [126,179].
In order to discern how individual design decisions affected the model outputs, the relative
impact of each decision was used to characterize its economic and environmental importance.
Variation for a given metric (focusing on NPV and GWP) resulting from the six design
decisions examined in this analysis was quantified by taking the difference in median values
(i.e., median of 3,000 Monte Carlo trials) between two configurations that only varied by
one decision (e.g., the reactor type and membrane material were the same, but one used
a submerged membrane and the other used a cross-flow), and dividing by the minimum of
those two median values (Equation 3.1).
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Aqueous waste organics are an underutilized energy resource due to their heterogeneous
and dilute nature, but their valorization is essential to the financial viability and environ-
mental sustainability of utilities and the biofuels industry. Here we demonstrate an emerging
technology, the anaerobic membrane bioreactor (AnMBR), has the potential to reduce costs
and key environmental impacts as compared to conventional aerobic technology. Through a
quantitative sustainable design framework, we prioritize research objectives and set technol-
ogy targets that will enable the financially viable production of methane and high quality
water from dilute waste streams. Analyses of this nature are imperative to set agendas
for research and technology development that have the greatest potential to valorize waste




MICROALGAE MODELING IN WATER RESOURCE
RECOVERY FACILITIES: A CRITICAL REVIEW
ABBREVIATIONS
ADM1 Anaerobic Digestion Model 1 SNO Soluble nitrate and nitrite
ASMs Activated Sludge Models (1, 2, 2d, 3) SS Readily biodegradable soluble COD
BNR Bioloical nutrient removal Tmax Maximum temperature at which growth
can occur
COD Chemical oxygen demand Tmin Minimum temperature at which growth
can occur
CTMI Cardinal temperature model with inflec-
tion
Topt Optimal temperature at which growth
can occur
DO Dissolved oxygen WRRF Water resource recovery facility
HRAP High-rate algal pond WWTP Wastewater treatment plant
IWA International Water Association X Model state variable representing a par-
ticulate component
N Nitrogen XB,A Active autotrophic biomass
P Phosphorus XB,H Active heterotrophic biomass
PBR Photobioreactor XI Intert suspended solids
PI Photosynthesis-irradiance YH Yield of heterotrophic biomass on COD
S Model state variable representing a solu-
ble component
4.1 Introduction
Nutrient removal requirements for water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) are nearing
the limit of current technologies (e.g., the limit of biological nutrient removal (BNR) is
roughly 3 mg N·L–1 for total nitrogen and 0.1 mg P·L–1 for total phosphorus [71]). As
effluent requirements become more stringent, removal of both nitrogen and phosphorus past
B. D. Shoener, S. M. Schramm, F. Béline, O. Bernard, C. Martínez B. Plósz, S. Snowling, J.-P. Steyer,
B. Valverde-Pérez, D. Wágner, J. S. Guest “Microalgae modeling in water resource recovery facilities: A
critical review,” Water Research X, vol. 2, pp. 100025, February 2019. - Reproduced by permission of
Elsevier
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the current limit of technology requires the development of new technologies capable of
reliably scavenging all forms of nutrients, including dissolved organic nitrogen and dissolved
organic phosphorus [180]. Microalgal resource recovery systems could significantly advance
nutrient management of wastewaters by simultaneously achieving effluent concentrations of
nitrogen and phosphorus below the current limit of technology and allowing for nutrient reuse
(e.g., as fertilizer [84, 85]). Although technical and economical bottlenecks still exist, the
broad and sustained adoption of algal and cyanobacterial treatment processes is contingent
upon the ability to reliably and accurately simulate full-scale performance in response to
reactor and process design, influent composition, and environmental conditions. This ability
is hindered by a lack of model fidelity and transparency regarding model structure and
underlying science.
Some microalgae and cyanobacteria have the ability to utilize phototrophic, heterotrophic,
or mixotrophic (i.e., phototrophic and heterotrophic simultaneously) metabolisms (e.g.,
Chlorella vulgaris [113], Spirulina platensis [181], and Synechocystis sp. [182]). The metabolism
being used depends on environmental conditions, such as substrate availability and lighting.
Additionally, the presence or absence of nutrients (both currently and in the cell’s recent
past) can affect carbon uptake and partitioning (e.g., as biomass or storage compounds).
These complex processes are frequently handled by formulating models with either (i) more
variables (i.e., compared to most models of heterotrophic bacteria) or (ii) incorrect simplify-
ing assumptions that diminish model accuracy. These contrasting approaches have resulted
in hundreds of models for algae, indicating a lack of clear direction for this field.
Initial modeling efforts sought to understand phytoplankton behavior in natural ecosys-
tems (e.g., [183,184]), but translation of empirically derived models from nature to engineered
systems requires verification and possibly modification. Additionally, disparate approaches
to algal and cyanobacterial process modeling, highly variable experimental conditions (for
model calibration and validation), and a lack of regard for existing chemotrophic model
structures (e.g., ASMs, ADM1) have also impeded the development of generalizable model
structures and well-defined parameters relevant to WRRFs (a.k.a. wastewater treatment
plants, WWTPs). Recent review articles have summarized the breadth of models available
to simulate algal growth (e.g., [185, 186]), but there is no clear indication of when subcom-
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ponents should be considered or excluded (e.g., simulate organic carbon uptake or not) nor
is there a rationale or guidance for choosing any particular equation to simulate each sub-
component. Recent process models developed by the authors [97, 187, 188] have attempted
to reconcile these differences, but an industry-wide, harmonized consensus is still lacking.
To advance the broader implementation of algae and cyanobacteria process models by re-
searchers and practitioners, it is critical to establish a unified modeling framework that is
capable of accounting for relevant process and environmental conditions while simultaneously
avoiding unnecessary complexity.
The objective of this work was to critically review approaches to algae and cyanobacte-
ria modeling and propose a unified framework for phytoplankton process modeling in the
context of WRRFs. As researchers attempt to balance model complexity with accuracy, the
range of disparate phytoplankton wastewater treatment models continues to grow. To gain a
better understanding of current approaches to modeling, a critical literature review was per-
formed to characterize core components of modeling algal and cyanobacterial bioprocesses
and elucidate their relative importance to the overall accuracy and complexity of wastew-
ater models. Based on the available information, a modeling framework is proposed that
can be used for future research and development in order to advance phytoplankton model
fidelity and transparency as well as allow for its integration with current International Water
Association (IWA) models (e.g., [189, 190]). This work synthesizes the findings and recom-
mendations from an international collaboration of phytoplankton modelers working toward
the development of a unified modeling framework for microalgal and cyanobacterial process
models. Building on recent process models developed by the authors and on recent reviews,
the results from an extensive critical literature review of 324 articles and conference pro-
ceedings presenting algae/cyanobacteria models is presented to identify state variables and




A comprehensive review of algal and cyanobacterial modeling literature was conducted
through Scopus based on the presence of search terms in the title, abstract, or keywords of
research articles. The search terms for this review utilized “wildcards” to efficiently search for
multiple variants of a word at once (e.g., model, modeling, and models are all found using the
term “model*”) as well as a proximity search to ensure the word “model*” was within 10 words
of “grow*” or “metabol*”(i.e., “w/10”). The specific search used was: “title-abs-key((alga*
or cyanobact* or phytoplank*) and (grow* or metabol*) w/10 model*) which yielded 2,402
research articles on January 26, 2018. Each paper was then screened to determine if it met
any of the following exclusion criteria: (i) it did not model growth, (ii) it did not pertain
to cyanobacteria or eukaryotic algae, (iii) there was no new or updated model presented,
(iv) the model presented was a simple regression of experimental data, or (v) the paper
was a review. Following screening, citations as well as citing papers were examined for each
included paper in order to capture any research articles that may have been excluded from
the Scopus search; these papers were included if they did not meet any of the exclusion
criteria. The literature review yielded a total of 324 articles and conference proceedings that
met the inclusion criteria (i.e., 2,078 did not meet inclusion criteria; a full list of the included
papers can be found in Appendix B).
For each research article included in this review, model components were extracted and
classified based on the processes being simulated – including the process rate equations
for growth, nutrient uptake, and storage – as well as state variables (e.g., inorganic car-
bon, ammonium, nitrate, phosphate), main forcing variables (incident irradiance, temper-
ature, background turbidity), metabolisms considered (phototrophic, heterotrophic, and/or
mixotrophic), inclusion of photoacclimation, and how the photosynthesis-irradiance (PI) re-
lationship was modeled. Finally, approaches to explicitly model pH, irradiance within the
reactor, gas transfer, and other supporting processes were also evaluated to identify paths
forward.
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4.3 Mechanistic Modeling of Phytoplankton
4.3.1 Energy Sources
Photoautotrophic growth of microalgae and cyanobacteria is the most frequently modeled
metabolism (included in 93% of articles). Broadly speaking, phytoplankton photosynthesize
CO2 into organic carbon using the energy garnered from light [83]. Given this ability to
convert inorganic carbon to organic carbon, phytoplankton are considered to be primary
producers [191]. As a result of their dependence on light, accurately simulating lighting
conditions (e.g., continuous vs. diurnal, light intensity) and the response of phytoplankton
to light (e.g., increased/decreased growth rate) is of utmost importance, which is rarely
included as a consideration in other WRRF processes. In addition to light and inorganic
carbon, photoautotrophic growth requires nutrients (namely nitrogen and phosphorus). In
the absence of nutrients, algae produce storage compounds that can later be metabolized
once nutrients are available ( [97], Figure 4.1). Discussions on how to model light, carbon,
and nutrients can be found below.
Modeling heterotrophic or mixotrophic growth of microalgae has recently received in-
creased attention due to the higher productivities and lower operational costs associated
with these growth regimes compared to photoautotrophic growth [28, 113, 192]. While pho-
toautotrophic growth primarily utilizes CO2 as the carbon source, heterotrophic growth
involves organic carbon and mixotrophic growth can utilize both sources ( [113,193]; Figure
4.1). Experimental studies have shown that mixotrophic growth rates of some microalgae
are the sum of autotrophic and heterotrophic growth rates operated independently [103,113],
but autotrophic activity can affect heterotrophic activity [194] and vice-versa [195]. While
mixotrophic growth does increase the number of uncertain parameters requiring calibration,
this metabolism has the potential to improve algal productivity at WRRFs, lowering effluent
nutrient concentrations and decreasing costs. Though interest in these growth conditions
has increased, only 9.6% of models reviewed considered non-photoautotrophic metabolism.
Initial heterotrophic and mixotrophic modeling efforts were developed to describe the pro-





















Figure 4.1: Energy and carbon sources that are used by algae in each of the three
metabolisms. Numbers in parentheses are manuscripts in the literature review that utilized
that metabolism. Specific citations can be found in Appendix B.
simulate high density monocultures (e.g., Haematococcus sp. [196,198–200], Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii [201], Chlorella protothecoides [197], or Spirulina platensis [181]) and often relied
on mass balances coupled with a growth model. More recent models have focused on specific
growth rates, yields, and productivities as functions of carbon (e.g., glucose, acetate [202],
or glycerol [203]) or nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus [204]) as well as pH, O2, and
irradiance (i.e., for mixotrophic conditions [205]). When modeling either of these growth
regimes, the implications on dissolved oxygen (DO) need to be considered (e.g., produced
during photoautotrophic growth and consumed during heterotrophic growth).
4.3.2 General Model Structures
When attempting to simulate growth in silico, models must possess adequate accuracy
to represent the processes that are occurring while simultaneously minimizing complexity.
The simplest way to simulate growth is with a logistic model ( [206]; Table 4.1), which does
not explicitly represent the interactions between an organism and its internal or external
environment; growth is solely dependent on population. However, growth of microorganisms
has long been observed to be affected by environmental conditions surrounding the cell,
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especially regarding substrate and nutrient concentrations [207]. Though using the logistic
model is not computationally intensive, its insensitivity to environmental conditions limits
is applicability to wastewater treatment. Nonetheless, 5.6% of papers reviewed used this
model. The empirically-based Monod model ( [207]; Table 4.1) – which is structurally the
same as the mathematically-derived Michaelis-Menten model [208] – approximates kinetics
as a hyperbolic relationship between growth and an external factor (e.g., organic carbon,
nutrients, oxygen, irradiance). This relationship is defined by the maximum specific growth
rate and half-saturation constant (i.e., the concentration at which the growth rate is half the
maximum rate; Figure 4.2). The Monod model is widely used in the wastewater industry
because it can be calibrated easily (due to having two parameters), closely approximates
reality for many chemotrophic prokaryotes, and is accurate across a wide range of conditions
for bacteria and archaea when substrate concentrations are below inhibitory levels. As a
result, Monod has been adapted for use in the ASM models [190], ADM1 [189], and number
of custom models embedded in simulation platforms (e.g., GPS-X™ [209], BioWin [210], and
Sumo© [211]); of the phytoplankton models reviewed, 48% used a Monod equation.
Table 4.1: Growth models with associated equations, citations, and a list of parameters.
Model Equation Parameters Citation
Logistic μ = μmax
(
1 – XXmax
) μ ≡ specific growth rate [d–1]
[206]μmax ≡ maximum specific growth rate [d
–1]
X≡ biomass concentration [g· m–3]
Xmax ≡ maximum biomass concentration [g· m–3]




) KS ≡ half-saturation constant [g· m–3] [207]
S≡ substrate concentration [g· m–3]
Droop μ = μmax
(
1 – qQ
) q≡ subsistence quota [g· cell–1] [212]









KI ≡ inhibition constant [g· m–3] [213,214]Andrews
A layer of complexity was added to the substrate-growth relationship when microalgae
were observed to exhibit a notable lag between nutrient uptake and growth [215], suggesting
these two processes may be partially decoupled [212, 216]. Further, microalgae were found
to take-up and store nutrients (notably nitrogen and phosphorus) in excess of what was






































Figure 4.2: Conceptual representation of three most common growth rate equations used in
algae modeling detailing how external substrate concentrations influence growth rates.
Numbers in parentheses are the number of manuscripts that used that equation to model
growth. If an article used multiple formulations, all were counted. Specific citations can be
found in Appendix B. Parameter definitions can be found in Table 4.1.
to fluctuating nutrient concentrations, the Droop model formulation ( [212]; Table 4.1) is
better positioned to simulate the lag that occurs between uptake and growth due to luxury
nutrient uptake and internal nutrient stores ( [217]; Figure 4.2). This model – which is
based on phenomena observed in both batch and continuous cultures [218, 219] – utilizes
maximum specific growth rate at high concentrations of internal stores (similar to, but
different from, Monod), but also includes a subsistence quota parameter (i.e., the minimum
internal concentration of a nutrient or substrate needed for growth to occur). Correlating the
growth rate to internal substrate/nutrient content – the amount of which is determined by
uptake and consumption – allows this model to decouple nutrient uptake and growth [212,
216,217,220–222]. Though this formulation is more appropriate for modeling phytoplankton
growth, only 19% of the articles reviewed used a Droop equation.
Excessively high nutrient (e.g., ammonia) or substrate (e.g., acetate) concentrations have,
at times, been shown to decrease growth rates due to inhibition (e.g., through ammonia
toxicity or increased maintenance energy requirements [223]). High oxygen concentrations
can also inhibit photosynthesis [83]. Component concentrations that could be inhibitory
may be modeled via the empirical Haldane model for enzymatic reactions ( [214]; Table
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4.1) – also referred to as the Andrews equation given that it was first used for growth of
microorganisms based on observations by Andrews [213] and confirmed for phytoplankton
in laboratory experiments by [224] – which is formulated similarly to the Monod model but
includes an inhibition parameter (12% of models reviewed; Figure 4.2).
When light reaches the cell, phytoplankton can grow photoautotrophically as defined by
the relationship between photosynthesis and irradiance (PI). The simplest way to achieve
this is with a Monod expression (18% of articles; e.g., [225, 226]). Slightly more intricate
models have been developed and implemented for engineered systems, including the Poisson
single-hit model (5.0%; [227,228]), the Smith model (1.6%; [229–231]), and the Jassby-Platt
model (3.7%; [232–234]; Table 4.2). While more complex than Monod, these models do not
account for the potential inhibitory effects of prolonged light exposure. The Steele model
(10%; [184, 188, 235, 236]) and the Eilers and Peeters model (11%; [97, 237, 238]) – similar
in structure to [213] – are able to account for photoinhibition. A further discussion of
photoinhibition is included below.
When formulating a growth equation, these models can be multiplied (e.g., Droop for
phosphorus multiplied by Andrews for nitrogen). Multiplication was first postulated by [239]
and used in 44% of papers) or combined through a threshold formulation, where growth rates
are only impacted by the most limited nutrient or substrate ( [240]; used in 11% of papers).
However, the multiplicative approach is only applicable when model components (e.g., light,
nutrients, carbon, etc.) are independent, indicating that multiplying model components is
overused. Thus, the threshold formulation should be used to account for scenarios where
growth is dependent on multiple components (e.g., limitation by N and P). More complex
relationships must be accounted for when the two compounds interact nonlinearly in the
cell. For example, a phosphorus limitation reduces the nitrogen uptake efficiency [241].
4.3.3 Nutrient Uptake, Storage, and Mobilization
In scenarios where phytoplankton are used for secondary or tertiary treatment of municipal
wastewaters (i.e., when treating waters with dilute nutrient concentrations), phytoplankton
growth can be dependent on either external or internal nutrients. In terms of macronutrients,
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Table 4.2: Models of photosynthesis-irradiance response with associated equations,
citations, and a list of parameters.











μ ≡ specific growth rate [d–1]
[238]
Eilers μmax ≡ maximum specific growth rate [d–1]
and I ≡ light intensity [μE· m–2·s–1]
Peeters IS ≡ optimum irradiance [μE· m–2·s–1]
β ≡ attenuation coefficient [-]





KI ≡ half saturation intensity [μE· m–2·s–1] [207]
Platt and













KI ≡ light saturation constant [μE· m–2·s–1] [242]single hit
model
Smith μ = μmax αI√
μ2max+(αI)
2
α ≡ initial slope of PI curve [m2 · μE–1] [231]
Steele μ = μmaxαI · e(1–αI) α ≡ initial slope of PI curve [m2·s·μE–1] [184]





2, and DON for nitrogen [35, 243, 244]: PO
3–
4 and DOP for phosphorus
[35, 245]). The respective rates of N and P uptake are not independent: rather, algae
can modify their N:P ratio via growth rate (typically between 2.3:1 to 23:1 on a mass
basis) in response to fluctuating nutrient concentrations, which commonly occur at WRRFs
[246, 247]. The form of nitrogen that is being taken up affects growth rate as well as pH.
Specifically, nitrate or nitrite must be reduced to be metabolized, which results in slower
growth due to expending reducing equivalents toward nitrogen [248, 249]. Ammonia does
not require reduction, but its uptake lowers pH [248]. Therefore, the pH implications of the
form of nitrogen being taken up should be considered when creating a model. In addition to
macronutrients, micronutrients (e.g., zinc, manganese, etc.) are necessary for growth [250]
and can limit productivity if lacking [251,252]. Micronutrients have been shown to be present
in wastewaters [253] and, in many cases, can be sufficient to support growth [254].
The simplest way to predict nutrient uptake rate is by making substrate a linear function
of biomass growth rate with a yield coefficient (e.g., YH [190]; 16% of papers reviewed).
When modeling nutrient dynamics of phytoplankton, however, the decoupling between up-
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take and growth necessitates the two processes to be modeled separately [215, 216]. In the
case of microalgae, it is not uncommon to expect nutrient uptake to tend to increase with nu-
trient concentration following Michaelis-Menten kinetics [208] – which is structurally similar
to the Monod model – and be down-regulated by the corresponding internal nutrient quota
( [212,241]; used in 39% of papers reviewed). In non-inhibitory, nutrient-replete conditions,
some phytoplankton will take-up nutrients in excess of that required for growth. This luxury
uptake of nutrients will continue until the maximum internal quota is reached [245,255,256].
If nutrient concentrations become inhibitory (e.g., free ammonia above 35 mg-N·L–1, [257]),
Haldane kinetics should be used. In nutrient-deplete conditions, however, growth does not
simply cease; though biomass growth rates decrease, algae will continue to metabolize organic
or inorganic carbon and will instead produce carbon-storage compounds (e.g., carbohydrates,
lipids, or a combination of the two) so that growth can resume when nutrients become avail-
able in the future (see below; [97, 258,259]). While Michaelis-Menten kinetics are necessary
to model nutrient uptake, the model requires two calibrated parameters (rather than one
when utilizing a yield coefficient). This equation can be simplified if nutrient concentration
is several orders of magnitude greater than the half saturation coefficient (e.g., when grow-
ing cultures on WRRF sidestreams such as anaerobic digester centrate). In this case, the
uptake rate for that nutrient will be so close to the maximum specific uptake rate that the
half-saturation coefficient can be considered negligible, simplifying the model.
Following uptake, nitrogen and phosphorus are metabolized to form intermediate biomass
compounds when carbon is available [83]. When luxury uptake occurs, algae have been shown
to store phosphorus as polyphosphate [245]. Additionally, nitrogen may be stored either as
intracellular pools [260, 261] or as amino acids, though not as readily as phosphorus [256].
These nutrient stores will then be utilized during nutrient deplete conditions, if carbon is
available. As a result, careful consideration must be taken when deciding how to incorporate
the effect of nutrients on algal metabolism.
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4.3.4 Carbon Uptake, Storage, and Mobilization
In addition to nutrients, the uptake of organic and/or inorganic carbon should also be
considered carefully (included in 26% of articles). Carbon uptake is commonly modeled using
Michaelis-Menten or Haldane kinetics, depending on whether or not the compound can be
inhibitory at higher concentrations [262] and on the amount of existing internal carbon stores
[97, 263]. Apart from uptake, carbon utilization is dependent on several interrelated factors
that must be considered concurrently. For example, under low light or dark conditions, algae
cannot photosynthesize enough to meet maintenance requirements, so they will consume
either external organic carbon (i.e., mixotrophic or heterotrophic metabolism) or stored
carbohydrates/lipids [97, 262]. As a result, carbon usage should be modeled with switching
functions (introduced in ASM1 [264]) to account for these factors.
In many algal species (e.g., Chlorella sorokiniana, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, and Scene-
desmus obliquus [259,265–267]), carbon storage compounds (e.g., carbohydrates and lipids)
accumulate in the cell in response to nutrient-deplete conditions (Figure 4.3). Broadly,
these two compounds have been modeled in numerous ways, most consistently as a function
of biomass concentration using a yield coefficient (4.6% of articles; e.g., [268, 269]). More
complex models for these compounds involve switching functions dependent on nutrient
availability as well as the relative concentrations of each storage compound; these models do
not have a consistent structure (7.1 % of articles; [97,187,270]). Given the relatively limited
knowledge of storage compound dynamics in the timescale of dynamic wastewater processes,
there is no clear model that is optimal, but in general, carbohydrates and lipids should both
be modeled separately (2.8% model carbohydrates only, 8.7% model lipids only, 3.7% model
both together as a generic storage compound, 1.2% model both separately). Additionally,
carbohydrates typically are produced and consumed faster than lipids, but also reach the
maximum internal concentration sooner [271, 272]. Lipids, conversely, are produced at a
slower rate, but accumulate to a greater extent in many species of algae [271, 272]. As an
added layer of complexity, biomass composition can change both over diel cycles and also in
response to design decisions (e.g., SRT; [246]), necessitating more mechanistic modeling of
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of accumulation of carbohydrates and lipids in phytoplankton using
the PPM model from [97]. Storage compounds are formed in nutrient deplete conditions
and are consumed in nutrient replete conditions. Numbers in parentheses are manuscripts
that modeled carbohydrates only, lipids only, both carbohydrates and lipids (not shown),
or a generic storage compound (not shown in the line plot). One day-night cycle is
equivalent to 24 hours (i.e., 14 hours of day and 10 hours of night). Specific citations can
be found in Appendix B.
kinetics when modeling stored carbon usage. In addition to this, stored carbohydrates have
been shown to be interconverted to lipids, further increasing the potential intricacy of this
sub-process [273]. Given the complexity of modeling carbohydrate and lipid accumulation,
carbon storage should only be considered if nutrient-deplete conditions are expected to exist
or if the cells are exposed to fluctuating lighting conditions (e.g., diel, natural lighting) in
the scenario being modeled.
4.3.5 Light
4.3.5.1 Irradiance and Dissipation
Light is an energy source during photoautotrophic and mixotrophic algal growth for photo-
synthesis. Accurately predicting light distribution is essential for modeling algal growth and
metabolism. Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) – the spectral range of radiation that
photosynthetic cells can use – occurs between wavelengths of 400-750 nm [274]. Three types
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of irradiance models were identified in [275]: type I models which use incident or average
irradiance to predict the rate of photosynthesis for the entire culture, type II models which
estimate overall reactor productivity as the sum of depth-resolved productivities within the
system, and type III models which account for both light gradients and short light cycles
for individual cells. Type I models are simplest, but type II models tend to exhibit greater
accuracy for a small increase in complexity. Type III models are likely to be too complex
for WRRFs given the need for individual-based (a.k.a. microscopic) models [276]. As light
penetrates a phytoplankton cultivation system, it can be attenuated through absorption or
scattering by cells or by the reactor itself ( [78,277,278]; Figure 4.4). Light extinction can be
exacerbated by high concentrations of highly diffusive particulate matter [279]. The Beer-
Lambert law (Table 4.3) is widely used in phytoplankton modeling (35% of articles) and
accounts for light extinction due to absorption by pigments and scattering by the cells as
well as absorption and diffusion due to non-cellular components [280]. Often, the extinction
coefficient is taken as the absorption rate [281]. For dilute cultures, the attenuation coeffi-
cient has been proposed to be expressed as a nonlinear function of absorption and scattering
coefficients [282, 283]. Modifications to this equation may be required to simulate the ef-
fects of multiple scattering, when applicable (e.g., [284]), or to account for the disparity in
coefficient values between natural and engineered systems.
Table 4.3: Model of light penetration with associated equation and a list of parameters.
Model Equation Parameters Citation
I = I0 · e–ka·(X+kbg)·z
I ≡ light intensity [μE· m–2·s–1]
[285]
I0 ≡ incident light intensity [μE· m–2·s–1]
Beer- z ≡ depth [m]
Lambert X ≡ biomass concentration [g· m–3]
kbg ≡ background turbidity [g· m–3]
ka ≡ attenuation coefficient [m2·g–1]
4.3.5.2 Photoinhibition and Photoacclimation
When modeling the effects of irradiance in engineered systems, temporal changes in light
intensity need to be considered, especially in naturally lit scenarios which will follow a diel
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of light penetration into reactor (lower graphic) using Beer-Lambert
as a function of irradiance (upper graphic, y-axis) and time (x-axis). Light is simulated
using a 14-hour sinusoidal wave. Green shading represents light in reactor (i.e., darker
colors correspond to lower light).
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cycle. Some algae have developed the ability to adapt in response to changing lighting
conditions [286]. Photoinhibition (i.e., the reduction in growth due to exposure to excess
light) can begin affecting growth within one minute if irradiance is high enough ( [275];
Figure 4.5). Under high light intensities, photoacclimation processes are used to mitigate
photoinhibition, whereby the chlorophyll production is suppressed and carotenoids (i.e.,
photo-protective pigments) are synthesized [281, 287–294]. This photoacclimation strategy
takes place at a time-scale of days or weeks [295] and contributes to chlorophyll:carbon mass
ratio variations typically within a factor of five [296]. [288] studied the PI response curves
of microalgae cultures pre-acclimated at different light irradiances and showed 65% higher
growth rates and higher chlorophyll content for the cells pre-acclimated in the dark. [297]
compared multiple PI models and found that the Eilers and Peeters model is the most
accurate when simulating growth in response to high irradiance. This phenomenon is of
utmost importance for wastewater treatment given that particulate and dissolved materials
increase medium turbidity, reducing the light penetration and maintaining a low average
light in the water. On top of this, pigment synthesis can be strongly impacted by nitrogen
limitation as the pigment content is related to the protein content, which is itself related
to the nitrogen status (represented by the quota q in the Droop model) [298]. Nitrogen
limitation has also been shown to strongly reduce chlorophyll content [233,299].
[300] were among the first to introduce chlorophyll as a state variable in their models, in
addition to the carbon and nitrogen contents. They expressed the rate of pigment synthesis
per carbon unit as proportional to the product between the rates of photosynthesis and ni-
trogen uptake. More recently, [301] proposed a model whereby chlorophyll is proportional to
the cellular nitrogen content. Beyond nitrogen, temperature also has a strong effect on pho-
toacclimation [302], which has been represented by a model relating the chlorophyll quota to
the current light irradiance and temperature. More complex models exist [289,303,304], but
the computational intensity of these models relative to the increase in fidelity precludes their
use in the context of modeling WRRFs. Accounting for photoacclimation in model develop-
ment is crucial to represent successive phases with low turbidity (where cells are subjected
to high light) and growth periods in a highly turbid medium (for which average light is low);




















Figure 4.5: Conceptual representation of photoacclimation. Numbers in parentheses are
manuscripts that included this process. Specific citations can be found in Appendix B.
permanently turbid medium, cells will be mostly dark acclimated, and photoacclimation can
be neglected. However, growth model calibration must be carried out in low light conditions
(or equivalently in a very turbid medium) in order to ensure sufficient accuracy.
4.3.6 Temperature
The influence of temperature on process dynamics can be tantamount to that of light
( [305]; 34% of articles included temperature). Wastewater treatment processes cultivating
phytoplankton typically have reduced depths (i.e., less than 0.5 m), and therefore lower
thermal inertia than deeper, in-ground reactors. When subjected to the solar irradiance,
temperatures within the reactor can vary from 5 °C to as high as 56 °C [306–309]. Microalgae
and cyanobacteria can be particularly sensitive to environmental temperatures in engineered
systems due to its effect on enzymatic activity and stability [310, 311]. The impact of
temperature on metabolism can be represented in mechanistic models accurately predicting
the temperature dynamics over the course of the day [310,312], but its effect has commonly
been neglected or minimized in biological models, often by using an Arrhenius formulation
( [313]; 40% of models considering temperature; Figure 4.6 and Table 4.4).
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The response of growth rate to temperature has been proposed to follow an asymmetric
curve for most microorganisms ( [314]; 3.6% of articles that included temperature; Figure
4.6 and Table 4.4). This response is defined by three cardinal temperatures: Tmin, the
minimum temperature that will support growth; Tmax, the maximum temperature that will
support growth; and Topt, the optimum temperature for growth. The asymmetry of the
growth curve results from differential effects on cellular physiology at temperatures lower or
higher than Topt. At low temperatures, the rates of enzymatic biochemical reactions are
affected [83]. At high temperatures, structure and stability of some cellular components, such
as key enzymes or membrane compounds (mainly lipids or proteins), are denatured [305,315].
The consequences on cell metabolism and integrity lead to an increase in mortality [316].
Growth rates at temperatures greater than Tmax or less than Tmin are considered to be zero.
The deleterious effects of high temperature exposure are also temporally dependent, and the
concept of thermal dose has been used to quantify the damages at high temperature [317,318].
Given the potential impacts that temperature can have on biomass, a temperature model
should be carefully chosen and calibrated (a more detailed review of temperature models
can be found in [319]).
Table 4.4: Models of temperature impacts on growth with associated equations and a list
of parameters.
Model Equation Parameters Citation
Arrhenius μmax(T) = μmaxe–
Ea
kT
Ea ≡ activation energy [m2·kg·s–2]
[313]k ≡ Boltzmann constant
[m2·kg·s–2·K–1]





× T ≡ temperature [°C]




Tmin ≡ minimum temperature [°C]
Topt ≡ optimum temperature [°C]
4.3.7 Respiration and Maintenance
While the main focus of this critical review is on phytoplankton growth and related pro-
















Figure 4.6: Conceptual representation of response of growth to temperature. Numbers in
parentheses are manuscripts that included this process. Specific citations can be found in
Appendix B.
when constructing a model (included in 57% of models reviewed). These processes are of-
ten considered to occur at a constant rate (e.g., [320]; 47% of the models that included
respiration); this assumption is valid for maintenance energy requirements, but endogenous
respiration is impacted by multiple factors (e.g., light, temperature, pH, etc. [317, 321]).
Maintenance energy is dependent on the ATP requirements of the organism and, as such,
does not change [322]. The ATP demand can be met through multiple routes, depending on
the situation being modeled (i.e., if carbon storage products are being formed or not). For
instance, cells can meet maintenance requirements first through storage products and only
rely on endogenous respiration in the absence of these internal stores [322]. In addition to
reducing biomass concentrations, respiration can also lead to DO consumption, which can
have an impact on any aerobic chemotrophic organisms in the system. As such, incorpo-
ration of maintenance and endogenous respiration (as one mechanism to meet maintenance
ATP demands [97]) is advisable.
4.3.8 Lumped Pathway Metabolic Modeling
Metabolic modeling uses biochemical data representing a species’ or community’s metabolism
to develop stoichiometric parameters for cellular operations (e.g., yield coefficients for sub-
strates; 3.4% of the papers utilized metabolic reconstructions). Metabolic models can in-
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corporate different energy sources (e.g., photoautotrophic, mixotrophic, and heterotrophic
growth [102, 323]), different metabolic pathways leveraged under a given set of environ-
mental conditions (e.g., nutrient replete and deplete), and the accumulation of storage
compounds [97, 324]. Full metabolic models typically involve entire genome reconstruc-
tions, comprised of individual reactions (i.e., between 200-3,000) and metabolic flux analy-
ses [325, 326]. Although metabolic reconstructions provide a very thorough view of phyto-
plankton metabolism, the complexity hinders process engineers from implementing metabolic
models of phototrophic technologies at WRRFs. Several models build upon the concept of
metabolic reconstructions while taking a simpler approach that may be considered more
accessible and valuable for developing processing parameters at WRRFs through metabolic
modeling. In WRRF modeling of chemotrophic processes (e.g., enhanced biological phospho-
rus removal, EBPR), the concept of “lumped pathway metabolic modeling” has been applied
(e.g., [327]), which groups reactions based on whether intermediate compounds accumulate.
These grouped (or “lumped”) reactions are assumed to occur simultaneously and are mod-
eled as a function of one parameter [328]. As such, lumped pathway metabolic modeling has
the potential to simplify metabolic reconstructions, given that they have on the order of 10
reaction equations as opposed to >100 equations present in some reconstructions ( [97,329];
Figure 4.7).
WRRF modeling platforms typically use empirical yield coefficients for the ASMs to help
describe sludge accumulation within the system ( [330]; Figure 4.7; ; Henze, 2007)), with the
general recommendation to conduct experiments to develop yield coefficients for a specific
WRRF [190, 331]. Any variation in yield coefficients between WRRFs is generally believed
to be caused solely by environmental influences such as pH, temperature, and fluctuating
substrate concentrations [190]. However, yield coefficients have a foundation in the metabolic
pathways an organism is using (e.g., glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway, etc.), indicating
that values for these coefficients can be theoretically grounded. If metabolic pathways are
conserved, derived theoretical values can then be used regardless of situation being modeled.
Variability in terms of growth rate will still exist due to environmental conditions, but this
variation can be accounted for in associated subprocesses (e.g., maintenance) rather than by
yield coefficients.
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Figure 4.7: Conceptual representation of model complexity by type. Empirical models
convert substrate to biomass through the use of yield coefficients. Lumped pathway models
use simplified metabolic reactions to simulate growth. Metabolic flux models track
individual metabolites as they are consumed and converted in the cell. Numbers in
parentheses are manuscripts that included this process. Specific citations can be found in
Appendix B.
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Lumped pathway metabolic models allow stoichiometric parameters to be based on phyto-
plankton metabolism while simultaneously reducing complexity (relative to metabolic mod-
els) and increasing reproducibility (relative to empirical models). Using lumped pathways
also grounds many parameters (e.g., P/O ratio) in fundamental, well-established ranges while
decreasing the number of unknown stoichiometric parameters in the model, thus increasing
the model’s innate mechanistic friction, lowering the degrees of freedom, and simplifying the
final model structure [97, 187, 332]. While there are many benefits to using full metabolic
models, the additional complexity often precludes their inclusion in algal models.
4.3.9 Inclusion of Other Organisms
In the context of wastewater treatment, maintaining a community of one type of or-
ganism is challenging, if not entirely unrealistic. In the context of algae and cyanobacte-
ria, chemotrophic bacteria (e.g., heterotrophic bacteria, nitrifiers) and predatory organisms
(e.g., zooplankton) can be present, which impact the dynamics of the entire system being
modeled ( [333,334]; other organisms were included in 21% of models). The relationship be-
tween heterotrophic bacteria and photoautotrophic phytoplankton has long been known to
be symbiotic, where bacteria and phytoplankton exchange products: chemotrophic bacteria
produce CO2 and consume DO while phytoplankton take-up CO2 and produce DO [335].
This interaction can be particularly beneficial for photoautotrophic phytoplankton because
high DO concentrations can inhibit photosynthesis [336]. However, higher biomass con-
centrations (stemming from chemotrophic organism growth) can also limit photosynthesis
by reducing light to suboptimal levels. Additionally, phytoplankton and chemotrophs (in-
cluding autotrophs) will be competing for substrates (N, P, inorganic carbon, etc.). If the
phytoplankton are utilizing mixotrophy or heterotrophy, they will be competing with the
chemotrophic bacteria for organic resources, which can impact system performance [337,338].
Predators and grazers commonly have much more detrimental impacts on algal performance,
which is primarily a result of algal biomass being directly reduced [339]. Depending on the
conditions, predators can result in frequent turnover of algal communities, preventing the
system from treating the water as anticipated [340]. Whether including bacteria, predators,
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or both, considering other organisms can quickly increase the complexity of a model due
to the need to account for all the parameters the organism can affect (e.g., oxygen, CO2,
organic carbon, pH, light penetration, etc. [341, 342]). However, if phytoplankton are in
a closed system (e.g., a closed photobioreactor), invasive organisms can be assumed to be
negligible if not present in the influent.
4.3.10 Physico-Chemical Processes
4.3.10.1 Gas-Liquid Mass Transfer
Gas-liquid mass transfer was included in 17% of reviewed articles. The most important
dissolved gases in phytoplankton processes are oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2), and am-
monia (NH3); depending on their concentration, they can either promote or inhibit growth.
Generally speaking, algae require 1.8-2.4 g CO2 for each gram of biomass grown, which re-
sults in a N demand of 0.02-0.25 g per gram of algae (given that the C:N ratio can vary from
roughly 2.6-32 g C·g N–1, [85, 247, 343]). Microalgae also produce approximately 1.5-1.92 g
O2·g biomass–1 [344,345]. Moreover, CO2 and NH3 can significantly impact pH (see below).
CO2 and NH3 are also involved in bacterial processes and consequently play an important
role in algal-bacterial interactions, necessitating their accurate simulation in WRRF process
models [341,346].
In the case of gas-liquid system with a relatively dilute liquid phase, Henry’s law is gener-
ally used to describe the equilibrium relationship (Eq. 1 in Table 4.5). Due to the continu-
ous production and/or consumption of gaseous components by biological processes, however,
gas-liquid mass transfers occur continuously. The driving force of gas-liquid mass transfer
is therefore the difference between the saturation concentration and the real concentration
in the liquid phase (Eq. 2 in Table 4.5). The local mass transfer coefficient represents the
resistance of the interface to transfer. For gases with low solubility (e.g., O2 and CO2),
dissolution into the liquid phase is more challenging, while more soluble gases (e.g., NH3)
are more difficult to remove from solution. The mass transfer rate depends on gas and liquid
physico-chemical properties, temperature, and turbulence of the medium.
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Several models exist to describe this mass transfer rate, including Higbie’s penetration
theory [347] or the double layer model [348]. However, both the local mass-transfer coefficient
and the interfacial area require calibration, and determining these parameters is challenging.
Therefore, the combination of both parameters (i.e., the local mass transfer coefficient and
the interfacial area) is often considered; this combined coefficient is typically referred to as
kL/Ga. The prevalence of aeration in the activated sludge process has resulted in extensive in
situ determination of the oxygen-specific kLa value (i.e., kLaO2) [349,350] as well as models
to describe it [351]. Overall mass transfer coefficients for other gases with low solubility
(e.g., CO2) are usually calculated from the oxygen transfer rate using Higbie’s penetration
theory (Eq. 3 in Table 4.5). In order to determine the effect that these gaseous compounds
can have, gas-liquid mass transfer should be considered when constructing a WRRF model.
Table 4.5: Equations for modeling gas-liquid mass transfer.




KH,i ≡ Henry’s law coefficient [mol·L–1·atm–1]
1Cs,i ≡ concentration if i in the liquid phase under equilibrium
conditions (i.e., saturation concentration) [mol·L–1]
pi ≡ partial pressure of i in the gas phase [atm]
ρi = kL/G,i · a ·
(
Cs,i – Ci
) ρi ≡ mass transfer rate [mol·s–1]
2Ci ≡ concentration of i in the liquid phase [mol·L
–1]
a ≡ interfacial area between liquid and gas [m2]







kLaO2 ≡ overall mass transfer coefficient for O2 [m·s–1]
3kLaH,i ≡ overall mass transfer coefficient for gas i [m·s
–1]
DO2 ≡ O2 diffusivity in liquid [m2·s–1]
Di ≡ diffusivity in liquid of gas i [m2·s–1]
4.3.10.2 pH/Acid-Base Equilibrium
Acid-base equilibrium considers the change in concentration of one or several compounds
of interest (e.g., CO2,aq, HCO–3, and CO
2–
3 ) in aqueous phase and the subsequent effect it has
on pH and therefore microalgal processes ( [352,353]; 13% of models). Similar to compounds
involved in liquid-gas transfer, these compounds are continuously produced or consumed by
biological processes. Contrary to liquid-gas transfer, however, acid-base equilibrium occurs
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rapidly compared to biological processes. As a result, equilibrium is often assumed to be
established instantaneously (i.e., on the order of 104 and 105 d–1 [346, 354, 355]). The di-
rect impact of pH on algal growth (included in 16% of models) is rather limited when pH is
between 5-8.5, depending on the algal species and other operational parameters such as tem-
perature [356–358]. Algal growth can affect pH by consuming CO2 during photosynthesis,
resulting in a net increase in pH as protons are consumed to maintain chemical equilib-
rium [359]. In addition to the bicarbonate system, the nitrogen species present in solution
have an impact on pH. If ammonium is applied as the nitrogen source, pH drops due to the
release of protons during assimilation; conversely, pH can rise when nitrate is used due to
the consumption of protons needed to assimilate nitrate [360]. Most phytoplankton models
for municipal wastewater treatment exclude pH dependence for algal growth [229,358,361],
but pH indirectly affects algal growth by changing the relative concentrations of substrates
such as CO2 [334, 362]. Additionally, high pH (i.e., above 9) may induce inhibition of algal
growth by free ammonia [257,363].
Some models simulate pH as a function of the bicarbonate system [362, 364, 365], but
the simplicity of these models results in inaccuracy when other pH-altering components
are present. The River Water Quality Model 1 (RWQM1, [355]) introduced a set of dif-
ferential equations to model the acid-base equilibria for inorganic carbon, ammonia, and
phosphate, as well as the water acid-base equilibrium. This approach was later modified to
a system of differential (for biological process rates) and algebraic (for fast chemical reac-
tions) equations (DAE), where pH is numerically estimated by closing the charge balance
(i.e., mono-dimensional numerical methods) in the system [229, 334, 366]. The application
of DAE systems to predict pH is commonly used to model other wastewater systems, as it
reduces the stiffness of the model compared to differential equation systems [189, 367, 368].
This approach has been improved by [369] by formulating a set of equations describing the
mass balances and equilibrium equations of weak acids and bases and a charge balance, which
are solved using a multidimensional Newton-Raphson method. During the last few years,
the acid-base system has been better described by including the effect of ionic strength,
ion pairing, and developing improved numeric solvers to ensure robustness in the calcula-
tions [370–372]. Other common ways to estimate pH changes in water systems are by closing
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proton or alkalinity balances [373,374].
4.3.11 Calibration/Validation and Uncertainty/Sensitivity Analyses
Whether constructing a new model or tailoring an existing one to a specific scenario, a
model should always be calibrated and validated (to the degree possible) prior to use (69%
of models were calibrated, but only 36% were validated). Calibration involves adjusting
parameter values to fit the model to collected and reconciled data (i.e., data that have been
cleaned and ensured are accurate [375]); validation ensures that the model also matches data
from a different set of conditions (distinct from the calibration dataset) by comparing the
calibrated model to another set of data [331]. This step in building a model is important
because it ensures that model outputs are both reliable and reproducible; in the context of
wastewater treatment, a model that can accurately predict performance can mean the differ-
ence between meeting discharge requirements or not. Calibration of WRRF models is often
performed manually, which frequently results in unreliable output values [376]. Though cal-
ibration protocols have been proposed (e.g., BIOMATH [377], STOWA [378], and the IWA
Unified Protocol [331]), there is no consensus on calibration methodology, making the com-
parison and evaluation of calibration across models incredibly challenging. While calibrating
all parameters is extremely difficult and prone to errors – particularly for complex models
with many parameters (e.g., RWQM1 and ADM1 with 24 and 45 parameters, respectively)
– most of the variability in a model is often due to a subset of parameters. This subset
can be determined through a sensitivity analysis [376]. Ensuring that these parameters are
calibrated carefully is essential; other parameters do not need to be calibrated as carefully or
standard values can be sourced from previously published articles. Model prediction quality
can be evaluated in relation to quality of fit (e.g., through the use of Akaike or Bayesian
Information Criterion [319]) or by examining the percentage of experimental data falling
within the confidence interval of the model output [277,379].
Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses can be used in tandem to determine how parameter
variations affect output variability as well as which parameters affect model outputs the
most. Broadly, uncertainty analyses in WRRF modeling pass randomly chosen input values
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through the model and record the outputs to determine either the range of potential outputs
or estimate the likelihood of meeting a target value (e.g., discharge requirements; [380]).
Uncertainty analyses can be conducted with Monte Carlo simulation, wherein probability
density functions are assigned to inputs and are randomly sampled tens of thousands of
times [381, 382]. To reduce the computational burden of characterizing uncertainty around
WRRF process model results, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) can be used to reduce the
required number of simulations in a Monte Carlo analysis by discretizing probability density
functions into equal probability portions [96,383,384].
Following the uncertainty analysis, model inputs and outputs can be compared to deter-
mine parameter sensitivity. Similar to calibration procedures, there is no universal sensi-
tivity analysis procedure, though sensitivity analyses can be broadly categorized as local or
global. Morris one-factor-at-a-time [385] and Markov-Chain Monte Carlo [386] are examples
of global sensitivity analyses, whereas differential analysis [387] is local. Sensitivity metrics
can be used to concisely compare sensitivities of model outputs to individual inputs (e.g.,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [179,388,389]). When evaluating a model, the anal-
ysis chosen should depend on the core objective (e.g., reducing model structural uncertainty
or input uncertainty) which should be explicitly stated when describing the model (only
30% of models utilized sensitivity analyses, 26% of which did not describe the procedure
used). Rigorously performing uncertainty and sensitivity analyses will not only simplify
model calibration and validation, but will also help to inform future experimentation by
identifying critical information needs for model application and development. For instance,
if a particular model output is very sensitive to a highly uncertain parameter, extensive
experimentation could be conducted to ensure the parameter is accurately calibrated and
the model can be validated.
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4.3.12 Integration with Existing WRRF Models
4.3.12.1 Standard Wastewater Modeling Nomenclature
As we seek to develop phytoplankton-based processes for wastewater treatment, the like-
lihood of broad adoption of developed models will be directly influenced by their alignment
with existing WRRF modeling structure and nomenclature. To the degree possible, any
phytoplankton models developed should be able to be integrated with the IWA’s Activated
Sludge Models (e.g., ASM2d and ASM3) and Anaerobic Digestion Model 1 (ADM1). There
may be circumstances or applications of phytoplankton modeling that necessitate or war-
rant alternative model structures, but it should be recognized that any deviations will reduce
transparency and the likelihood of adoption by industry.
The original IWA ASM1 publication popularized a standard approach to naming the
state variables upon which pseudo-mechanistic model structures are built [264]. Each state
variable defines one fundamental component around which a dynamic mass balance is deter-
mined. The ASM1 state variable structure allows for grouping of different sets of variables
by their fundamental composition (e.g., chemical oxygen demand, nitrogen, phosphorus),
and by the processes which act upon them (e.g., biomass state variables undergo growth and
decay) through rate equations. In addition to establishing a straightforward nomenclature
(discussed below), the ASM1 also used a Petersen matrix [390], which concisely displays an
entire model (both kinetics and stoichiometry) and helps ensure the maintenance of mass
balances.
The original ASM1 [264] sets out a nomenclature that specifies attributes of the state
variables, and allows straightforward grouping of the state variables based on inherent char-
acteristics and the processes acting on them (46% of articles focusing solely on wastewater;
5.0% of all articles). A capital letter specifies the component category (“S” for soluble and
“X” for slowly biodegradable or particulate) and subscripts are then used to uniquely identify
the component. Subscripts may specify if a component is readily biodegradable (e.g., SS)
or inert (e.g., XI) or can identify the short-form chemical composition (e.g., SNO for soluble
nitrate and nitrite). Biomass components typically use the nomenclature XB followed by a
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second subscript to distinguish between biomass types (e.g., XB,H for heterotrophs, XB,A
for autotrophs). The subsequent IWA models ASM2 [391], ASM2d [392], ASM3 [393], and
ADM1 [189] maintained this nomenclature structure, adhering to the S and X prefixes for
soluble and particulate components. The ASM2 model report also explicitly states that the
X components must be electrically neutral (no ionic charges) whereas the soluble components
may carry charges.
Further model development by academic researchers and commercial simulation companies
has generally followed the established IWA nomenclature, but diversity in model complexity
and approach to naming state variables has led to some confusion and inconsistency across
the wastewater modeling industry. [394] summarized many of the issues faced with conflict-
ing variable names, including consistency of variable names and meanings (e.g., “b” has been
used to stand for “biomass” or “biodegradable”), usage of upper or lower cases, and different
units associated with the same variable (e.g., biomass has been represented by g COD·m–3,
g-C·m–3, or mol-C·m–3). Additionally, state variable definitions should incorporate the pro-
cesses which act upon them; this aspect is often disregarded when identifying variables. [394]
proposed a structured methodology for setting names for state variables and model param-
eters, using a series of subscripts to represent biodegradability, organic/inorganic nature,
organism name (if relevant) and any other distinguishing characteristics. This standardized
nomenclature has not been broadly adopted, however. To the degree possible, developers of
new models should also use existing ASM and ADM variables (e.g., XLI for stored lipids,
XCH for stored carbohydrates [97]) and only focus on adapting variables that are not already
represented (e.g., XALG for algae biomass). Ultimately, nomenclature congruent with IWA
naming conventions must be adhered to if phytoplankton pseudo-mechanistic models are to
be usable by the wastewater industry.
4.3.12.2 Integration Approaches
In order to develop plant-wide models that include phytoplankton-based processes along-
side activated sludge or anaerobic digestion processes, existing integration techniques for
ASMs and ADM1 can be leveraged. At present, there are three main approaches to plant-
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wide dynamic WRRF modeling: (i) the interfaces approach [395–398], (ii) the standard su-
permodel approach [399,400], and (iii) the tailored supermodel approach [401]. A summary
of these approaches can be found in [402]. A number of software packages are commercially
available for whole-plant simulations (e.g., GPS-X™, BioWin, WEST®, and Sumo©), tak-
ing advantage of both the interface and supermodel (e.g., GPS-X™, BioWin) approaches for
whole-plant modeling. Although the interface approach can use state variable transformers
to add new unit processes to models, developing these transformers is typically difficult [402].
The supermodel approach requires the development of new state variables and processes, but
allows for greater flexibility in terms of model development and is therefore more frequently
used in practice (e.g., used in GPS-X™, BioWin, and Sumo©). Additionally, when integrat-
ing models, a continuity check should be performed to avoid inconsistencies in mass balances
(see [331] for details).
4.4 Path Forward
4.4.1 Model Development
4.4.1.1 Algae Modeling Needs in Wastewater Treatment
Accurately modeling full-scale phytoplankton treatment systems – accounting for reactor
design, influent composition, algal-bacterial interactions, and environmental conditions –
is essential. Models should be able to accommodate different reactor types (e.g., HRAPs,
raceway ponds, PBRs, etc. [403]) as well as influents (e.g., raw sewage, primary or secondary
effluent, etc.). In order for a model to be useful, an objective should be established prior to
model construction (e.g., prediction, control, monitoring, etc.) which will help practitioners
navigate tradeoffs between complexity and accuracy [301]. A model should also be as simple
as possible while maintaining the ability to assist with decision-making [404].
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4.4.1.2 Key Factors in Model Development
The number of disparate models uncovered during this review and the absence of critical
model components (e.g., calibration and validation methodology) in many papers underscore
the need for more rigorous phytoplankton model formulation procedures. Before constructing
a model, researchers must first consider environmental and reactor conditions to determine
which processes to include and which equations can best simulate that process (Table 4.6).
This consideration is of particular importance given that several influential components are
frequently omitted from published models (e.g., carbon, phosphorus, and temperature were
only included in 27%, 26%, and 24% of reviewed articles, respectively). When consider-
ing growth, Monod kinetics are adequate in circumstances with stable nutrient conditions
(e.g., chemostats with fixed environmental conditions) and substrate concentrations below
inhibitory values. In configurations or process designs in which algae are exposed to fluctu-
ating nutrient concentrations, Droop model formulation should be used to decouple nutrient
uptake and growth. Additionally, high ammonia or substrate (e.g., acetate) concentra-
tions that could be inhibitory may be modeled via Haldane/Andrews [213, 214]; similarly,
inhibition from high irradiance can be modeled via the Eilers and Peeters or Steele expres-
sions [184, 405]. Given that the choice of a PI sub-model will only have an impact at high
light intensities (where photoinhibition and photoacclimation may occur [405]), if only non-
photoinhibitory situations are being considered, the simplest model that can still accurately
simulate the process may be chosen. For substrate uptake and utilization, given the dynam-
icity of WRRFs, organisms must be modeled with their history in mind. For example, if the
organism was previously in N-replete conditions but then experiences N-deplete conditions,
it will continue growing off internal reserves before forming storage compounds. Addition-
ally, the impacts of changing environmental conditions on phytoplankton processes should
be assessed (e.g., temperature changes across seasons); excluding environmental history or
dynamic conditions will limit the accuracy of a model.
In addition to selecting model components carefully, the model foundation should be
built upon a mechanistic understanding of phenomena. This will not only improve the
generalizability and accuracy of the model, but may also reduce the number of calibrated
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parameters, provide a theoretically grounded range for biochemical model parameters, and
increase model transparency by reducing the number of empirical parameters. This compre-
hensive understanding will also enable the integration of separate, but related models (e.g.,
hydrodynamics), which will be critical to translate laboratory-scale data into predictions of
full-scale performance. Also, when gathering experimental data, it should be noted that diel
cycles will often necessitate frequent sampling (multiple times per day) to enable model vali-
dation. High-resolution models require multiple measurements each day (or even each hour)
in order to capture diel variability; this is crucial during model calibration and validation.
More broadly, the lack of clearly defined calibration and validation procedures is a serious
shortcoming in many of the papers reviewed (17% of papers that calibrated their models
did not specify a procedure). Calibration and validation need to be conducted to assess the
accuracy and precision of a model appropriately and ensure the fidelity of a model is upheld.
If a model cannot be calibrated and validated reliably, it cannot be utilized for a full-scale
reactor, let alone as a component of a WRRF model.
4.4.2 Broader Context
WRRF practitioners are tasked with protecting the health of the public and the aquatic
environment, and an inaccurate model could have serious deleterious effects on WRRF in-
vestment, design, and performance. When proposing a model, the phytoplankton process
should be considered as part of an entire WRRF, not just an independent unit. Promising
model structures should be able to handle the frequent changes that occur at WRRFs. In
order to ensure models are accessible to the broadest possible audience and can be com-
pared easily, IWA nomenclature should be used more frequently to increase WRRF model
inter-compatibility. The ASMs proposed the use of a stoichiometric matrix to quickly and
efficiently display the model structure. However, only 6.2% of papers reviewed used a stoi-
chiometric matrix. This approach should be used to make models simpler to interpret and
to implement in simulation software, thus widening the user base of phytoplankton models
and accelerating their broader adoption at full-scale WRRFs. Microalgal resource recovery
systems have tremendous potential to improve WRRF function achieving effluent nutrient
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concentrations below the current limit of technology. In order to realize this potential, how-
ever, WRRF practitioners must first believe that the tools available to them are accurate
and reliable. This trust can only be attained if algae process models adhere to the same
level of rigor and transparency as current IWA models.
4.5 Conclusion
• Algal and cyanobacterial technologies have the potential to achieve effluent nutrient
concentrations below existing biological nutrient removal systems, but there is no es-
tablished modeling framework for engineered phytoplankton treatment systems.
• In the context of wastewater treatment, a Droop formulation for nutrient uptake and an
Eilers and Peeters formulation for irradiance response can accurately simulate external
and internal conditions.
• The effects of temperature fluctuations on phytoplankton growth rates should be as-
sessed with either an Arrhenius or CTMI formulation.
• Lumped pathway metabolic models rooted in a mechanistic understanding of biochem-
ical processes can simplify model structure and reduce parameter uncertainty.
• Calibration and validation should be rigorous and clearly defined.
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QUANTITATIVE STATISTICAL ASSESSMENT OF
MICROALGAE MODELS TO OPTIMIZE MODEL
STRUCTURE AND PROMOTE INCLUSION IN
WATER RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITIES
(WRRFS)5.1 Introduction
Models for wastewater treatment simulation have existed for decades (e.g., activated sludge
models, ASMs [190]). While these models are well-suited for conventional activated sludge
(CAS)-based water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs, also known as wastewater treatment
plants, WWTPs), more specialized wastewater treatment methods are becoming increasingly
necessary as effluent discharge requirements become more stringent [16,17]. Phytoplankton-
based water treatment has shown great promise as an alternative for tertiary nutrient removal
(i.e., compared to conventional biological nutrient removal, BNR), but its widespread adop-
tion is hindered by large land requirements [89], high capital and operating costs [42], and
the absence of a consensus model [406]. This lack of a consensus model has resulted in an
ever-increasing number of diverging, rather than converging, model structures [406].
In addition to a lack of consensus, there has been no rigorous comparison of these different
model structures, resulting in a great deal of uncertainty regarding how to structure a model
of algae growth. This uncertainty inhibits wastewater practitioners from utilizing algae
models for WRRF design because there is no definitive starting point. The adoption of algae-
based nutrient removal needs to occur because BNR technologies are reaching their limit of
technology (LOT) [71], preventing practitioners from achieving sufficiently clean water which
can cause algal blooms, ultimately leading to dead zones in receiving bodies [72]. Consensus
models of algae growth and metabolism have been proposed (e.g., [188, 341]), but these
models lack rigorous calibration and validation with high-resolution time-scale data from
pilot-scale facilities. In order to advance toward a model that can be widely agreed-upon, a
multitude of model structures need to be compared in order to assess which sub-components
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contribute the most to model accuracy and determine which equations successfully navigate
the trade-off between accuracy and complexity. In order to be able to draw meaningful
conclusions about model structure, all models must be calibrated and validated using the
same data set sourced from a pilot-scale facility.
The objective of this work was to compare structures of algae process models in the
context of WRRFs utilizing rigorous and quantitative statistical analyses. Building off of
our recently published critical review, we implemented a model of algae growth in Microsoft
Excel capable of simulating algal growth, nutrient uptake, carbon storage, and mixotrophic
metabolism. Using data gathered from a pilot-scale facility, the different model structures
were calibrated following the IWA Unified Protocol for activated sludge (UP) and were then
compared based on their ability to be validated successfully. The results of our extensive,
rigorous modeling show that certain model subcomponents are inherently better and can
reliably predict process performance under fluctuating conditions more accurately than other
subcomponents in a given category.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Photobioreactor system
The plant consists of a 3.6 m3 unlit completely-stirred tank reactor (CSTR) followed by
a 2.9 m3 stacked tubular photobioreactor (PBR) with a diameter of 5.08 cm. A 0.4 m3
membrane then concentrates the algae, which are recycled to the CSTR (see schematic
of system in Figure C.1). The PBR was organized into 3 evenly-spaced main columns
approximately 1.22 m apart with a connection between the columns at the top of each stack to
facilitate liquid flow by gravity down the spiraling PBR stack. The entire PBR was operated
in a greenhouse to ensure accurate temperature control without compromising incoming
solar irradiation. Solid-liquid separation was performed with a submerged membrane to
achieve separate hydraulic retention time (HRT) and solids residence time (SRT). The algae
harvesting rate was varied to ensure SRT remained at 2.5 days.
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5.2.2 Data Collection
Influent and effluent water quality and irradiance were measured in the algal treatment
system on-site at the South Davis Sewer District treatment plant. Analytical laboratory
procedures were performed immediately after sample collection. Influent and effluent phos-
phorus were measured using both the Hach Low Range TNT843 and High Range TNT844
kits (ascorbic acid method, EPA method 365.1). Influent and effluent ammonia were tracked
using the Hach TNT832 kit (salicylate method, EPA method 351.2). Dissolved oxygen con-
centrations at all tracked locations within the system were measured using a HQ30D DO
probe (Hach). pH was measured with a pHD sc probe (Hach). Photosynthetically active
irradiation (PAR) was measured using sensors (MQ-200 PAR/PPFD sensor, Apogee Instru-
ments) placed at different heights along the photobioreactors, as well as different locations
within the surrounding greenhouse. Data from online monitors (installed and operating
since May 25, 2018) were utilized for calibration and validation purposes. Data were se-
lected based on the maximum number of continuous days where recorded effluent PO3–4 was
<0.1 g·m–3 over a 24-hour average.
5.2.3 Data Reconciliation
Data reconciliation is the process of thoroughly assessing data quality to ensure that sys-
tematic errors (e.g., shifts or drifts) [407] in the data set are identified and resolved. [331]
Mass balances were performed on conserved parameters (e.g., flow rate) [408]. Invalid mixer
effluent temperature sensor data were corrected by determining the time-resolved average
difference between ambient temperature and mixer effluent temperature for valid points.
The time-resolved average difference was then subtracted from the ambient temperature
to generate corrected mixer effluent temperature data. Photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR) sensors were averaged across depth. Other sensors did not require correction. Follow-
ing data reconciliation, data were linearly interpolated to match model time-step size (i.e.,
hourly data were interpolated to have 2,880 time steps each day).
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5.2.4 Phototrophic-Mixotrophic Process Model (PM2) Model Description
The initial model being assessed in this work is based off of the phototrophic process
model (PPM) proposed by Guest et al [97]. The PPM is capable of simulating the photoau-
totrophic metabolism of algae and includes processes such as growth, nutrient uptake, and
carbon storage. This model cannot simulate mixotrophic metabolism and associated pro-
cesses (e.g., organic carbon uptake), so these modules have been added to the PPM to create
the phototrophic-mixotrophic process model (PM2, see Tables C.5-C.10). For the purposes
of this model, one algal organism was assumed to exist within the system. In reality, multiple
species co-exist, and the species’ relative abundance can change during operation [409]. For
this work, however, the system was assumed to be designed to promote a specific function,
namely nutrient recovery. The species in the system may change, but the overall function
of removing nitrogen and phosphorus will remain constant. Additionally, prokaryotic organ-
isms were assumed to be negligible in this model because the operating conditions (i.e., SRT
of 2.5 days and DO ≤20 mg·L–1) are not conducive to their growth. Assuming a specific
oxygen uptake rate of 6-12 mg O2·g heterotrophs–1·hr–1 [158], the system conditions can
only support an aerobic heterotroph concentration of 27.7-55.6 g·m–3, which is two orders
of magnitude below the target algal concentration.
5.2.5 Process Model Automation
Following the formation of the PM2, multiple subprocesses were simultaneously inter-
changed to quantitatively compare different model structures (see Table 5.1; a detailed de-
scription of model subprocesses can be found in [406]). In total, 288 models were compared
to quantitatively assess the impact of model formulation choices. Models were constructed
in Microsoft Excel and were integrated numerically. Following the description of the pilot-
scale facility above, the system was modeled as a series of CSTRs (22 CSTRs in total). The
first CSTR is the unlit tank and the last CSTR is the membrane separation unit. The PBR
is simulated as a series of 20 CSTRs, given that the pilot scale PBR behaves closely to an
ideal plug-flow reactor. 20 CSTRs-in-series was chosen based on a sensitivity analysis of the
number of tanks used to simulate the PBR. At values lower than 20, the number of tanks
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significantly affected model outputs. However, when the number of CSTRs was ≥20, this
value was no longer a sensitive parameter. Initial conditions for each model were determined
based on collected data. For initial values for each of the tanks-in-series, a 60% reduction
from tank to tank (i.e., 40% remaining) was assumed.
Table 5.1: Components that were varied (see Table C.11 for equations).
Component Options
Growth Monod Droop Andrews
Substrate Uptake Yield × Biomass Monod
PI Relationship Eilers & Peeters Monod Platt & Jassby
Attenuation Beer-Lambert Schuster
Temperature Arrhenius CTMI
Carbon Storage Include Exclude
Structure Multiplicative Threshold
5.2.6 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
Initial parameter estimates were determined based on the literature or were conserva-
tively estimated if data were unavailable (see Tables C.1 and C.2). Variable uncertainty was
propagated through the model using Monte Carlo with Latin Hypercube Sampling (1,000
samples) [96]. Uncertain parameters were varied ±25% of their initial estimate. While state
variable initial values typically have a large impact on model outputs, the same input values
were used across all simulations, negating the impact these values would have on calculated
results. Sensitivity was assessed by calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [96].
Following the uncertainty analysis, parameters were included in calibration and validation if
their Spearman’s coefficient was ≥|0.2| for any of the following state variables: biomass con-
centration, dissolved phosphorus, or dissolved ammonia. Parameters deemed not sensitive
remained unchanged from their original assigned value. Following calibration and validation
(see below), the “best” performing models (i.e., those with the lowest objective function value
for calibration and validation) underwent a second uncertainty analysis to assess predicted
output variability.
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5.2.7 Calibration and Validation
Calibration and validation of a model for algal metabolism was conducted in accordance
with the recently published International Water Association (IWA) Task Group on Good
Modelling Practice (GMP) Unified Protocol (UP) [331]. Given that the UP is intended for
practitioners who are modeling existing plants, this protocol cannot be followed precisely.
The UP was instead considered a guiding resource when collecting data as well as when
calibrating and validating the model. Models were calibrated and validated using the previ-
ously reconciled data (i.e., calibrated with half, validated with the other half). Calibration
of each model was performed by varying sensitive input parameters specific to each model
and minimizing the root mean squared error (RMSE, Eq. C.1 in Appendix C) [331, 410].
Bounded calibration was performed using Excel’s GRG nonlinear solver (bounds for each
sensitive parameter can be found in Table C.2). Hourly effluent phosphate, effluent ammo-
nia, and PBR dissolved oxygen (DO) were utilized for calibration. Following calibration,
validation of each model was assessed by computing the Janus quotient (J, Eq. C.2 in
Appendix C) [331,410–412]. During calibration and validation, SRT was calculated at each
time step to ensure SRT remained at 2.5 days. Following calibration and validation, ANOVA
was utilized to determine which model structural choices significantly affected RMSE and J
(α=0.01).
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Data Collection
Using the criteria described in above, 10 days of hourly data were gathered for the pur-
poses of calibration and validation. Therefore, 5 days of data were used for calibration and
5 days were used for validation (Figure 5.1). During this time period, the change in tem-
perature between the influent and effluent of the PBR was always < 4°C. Therefore, given
that temperatures were always below the inhibitory range, only influent temperatures were
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of model performance for calibration (A, B, C) and validation (D,
E, F). Of the 288 models compared, the three shown are the model with the lowest
calibration RMSE (orange; Monod, yield, Platt, Beer-Lambert, Arrhenius, include,
multiplicative), the model with the lowest Janus quotient (gray; Droop, Monod, Eilers,
Beer-Lambert, Arrhenius, include, threshold), and the model with the highest calibration
RMSE (yellow; Andrews, yield, Monod, Beer, CTMI, exclude, multiplicative).
5.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Of the 44 parameters included in the sensitivity analysis, 11 were sensitive in ≥50%
of models that included that parameter (i.e., if a parameter was only in 96 of the 288
models, but was sensitive for 48 of them, it is considered to be sensitive for 50% of the
relevant models, see Figure 5.2). Four metabolic yields were sensitive in all >96% of models,
indicating that special care should be taken when choosing yield values. For this work,
the results of a lumped pathway metabolic analysis were utilized to determine a value for
these parameters analytically, effectively eliminating uncertainty for these parameters [97].
Therefore, yields were not included when selecting parameters to vary for model calibration
or validation, further simplifying calibration procedures. Apart from yields, the specific
maintenance rate (mATP) and the maximum specific phosphorus uptake rate (V̂P) were
the only parameters that were sensitive in 100% of models including those parameters.
More broadly, the majority of sensitive parameters were those affecting growth (∼57%).
Parameters associated with growth inhibition were not sensitive in any model, but this













































Figure 5.2: Percentage of models that were determined to be sensitive to each parameter.
Parameters not shown were not sensitive for any models. Number in parentheses is the
number of models that included that parameter. Color corresponds to relevant model
component: green ≡ growth, orange ≡ nutrient uptake, and blue ≡ carbon storage.
inhibitory concentrations. A sensitivity analysis of a different system could return vastly
different results, underlying the importance of determining parameter sensitivity not only
for each model, but also for each system being assessed.
5.3.3 Calibration and Validation
Of the 288 models assessed, 232 were able to calibrate successfully (i.e., the optimizing
function successfully reached a global minimum). There is no common factor across the 56
models that did not calibrate successfully, indicating that a combination of model choices
affected the ability of a model to calibrate to these data. Across all the models, calibration
RMSE values varied between 8-18, indicating that certain model formulations were better
equipped to simulate these data (Figure 5.3); ideally, RMSE would be as small as possible.
Based on one-way ANOVA, the three model decisions that had a very significant (p<0.01)
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impact on calibration RMSE were the equations used to simulate growth, substrate uptake,
and temperature. According to these results, models that utilized Droop for growth, a
yield coefficient for substrate uptake, and Arrhenius for temperature had significantly lower
RMSE values. Moreover, results from a three-way ANOVA indicate that the combinations of
growth and substrate uptake as well as substrate uptake and temperature significantly affect
calibration efficacy (p<0.05). Models that utilized Droop : yield coefficient : Arrhenius had
significantly lower RMSE values than other combinations.
Approximately 30% of models had a Janus quotient of 1±0.1 (i.e., RMSE for calibration
and validation were similar, Figure 5.3). This finding underlies the importance of validating
a model; while a model may have low error when calibrating to one set of data, the error
may fluctuate when comparing the model to another data set. Models that can only predict
one set of conditions are of very little use and as such, well-validated models should be
encouraged. . Another interesting finding in regard to calibration vs. validation are the
ANOVA results. One-way ANOVA indicated that the only model decision affecting validity
was temperature (p<0.01), but a three-way ANOVA indicated that the combined choices of
growth, substrate uptake, and whether or not to include carbon storage had a significant
effect (p<0.05). Models that utilized Monod for growth, a yield coefficient for substrate
uptake, and excluded carbon storage had the lowest average Janus quotient.
Based on the results shown in Figure 5.1, models were able to calibrate and validate well
for DO, but need to be improved further in order to calibrate and validate to effluent nutrient
concentrations more effectively. This phenomenon was most likely due to a lack of biomass
concentration data. Had biomass concentration been available, uptake rates of substrate
could be determined more accurately.
5.3.4 Path Forward
The results from the sensitivity analysis indicated that parameters pertaining to growth
and nutrient uptake were highly sensitive. While some of these parameters were able to be
determined analytically (i.e., yield coefficients), others are dependent on data availability.
In order to improve model accuracy, those parameters that are dependent on data should be
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of RMSE values determined during model calibration and
validation (A, growth; B, substrate uptake; C, temperature). Large bordered points are
averages of each category. Asterisk signifies groups with significantly different mean values
based on one-way ANOVA (α = 0.01). Solid black line indicates Janus quotient of 1.
determined experimentally rather than relying on calibration. For example, the maximum
phosphorus uptake rate should be monitored in real-time in order to assess if this parameter
is constant across time or if it varies across diel cycles. While tracking such parameters
would incur greater upfront experimental costs, having a more accurate and precise model
will become increasingly important as effluent discharge limits continue to become more
stringent. Apart from input parameters, design decisions (e.g., reactor depth, tank volume,
lights path, etc.) have a non-negligible impact on model outputs. However, given the status
of algae models, there is currently no way to effectively assess the relative importance of
reactor and system designs. If a model for algae can be implemented in WRRF simulation
software, more accurate assessments of design decisions can be made.
While some equation choices result in significant improvements in model accuracy, other
equations did not have an impact on predicted values; in this case, the simplest model should
be chosen in order to improve usability and decrease model complexity. For example, the
choice for attenuation was not significant and one equation (Beer-Lambert) is much simpler
to understand and execute than the Schuster formulation. As such, Beer-Lambert should
be utilized for model construction in scenarios similar to the one used for calibration and
validation.
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More broadly, the results presented herein are highly dependent on the data used for cal-
ibration and validation. For example, collected data showed that substrate did not reach
inhibitory ranges. If influent nutrients had fluctuated more, the choice of substrate uptake
equation might be very sensitive, implying that one of the equations would be better suited
for the model, as opposed to picking the simplest equation. Additionally, nitrogen was never
limiting. Had this system been limited by nitrogen, rather than phosphorus, N-related pa-
rameters would likely have been much more sensitive. While model equations should be
tailored to environmental and system-specific conditions, the comprehensive stoichiometric
matrix and state variables effectively encompass all aspects of algal growth and are formu-
lated to interface with IWA ASMs easily. As such, this stoichiometric matrix could spur a
true “consensus” algae model in the future.
Though some models did perform better than others in terms of calibration and validation
efficacy, no models predicted effluent quality (i.e., effluent N and P) very well. This is
likely due to a combination of several factors. Firstly, biomass concentration data were
unavailable; predicting system performance without these data is difficult given that uptake
rates are specific (i.e., dependent on biomass concentration). Lacking biomass data also
prevents a comparison between biomass concentration and light penetration, which would
have an impact on photosynthesis rates. In addition to data availability, the rate equations
utilized within these models can be improved further (e.g., reducing growth rates at high
biomass concentration due to self-shading within the PBR or inhibiting growth at high DO
concentrations).
In order to affect a true shift in WRRF nutrient management, nitrogen and phosphorus
need to be viewed not as a contaminant to be removed, but a resource to be recovered.
Current nutrient management strategies expend large amounts of energy to remove nutrients,
rendering them unusable. Algae can quickly and effective take-up nutrients in a bio-available
form, allowing for their use as biofuel feedstock or fertilizer. While algae do have benefits over
conventional BNR, the inability to model an algal system effectively has hindered widespread
use thus far. Future work should focus on formulating a consensus model that can interface
with established IWA models in software packages (e.g., GPS-X, BioWin, SUMO, etc.). In
this way, wastewater practitioners will be able to test and compare algal processes to more
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commonly-used nutrient removal technologies. Implementing a model of algae metabolism
in a software package will also enable the comparison of multiple system designs, which could
lower construction and operation costs. An optimized design will take advantage of algae’s
ability to perform mixotrophy as well as their high nutrient uptake rates in order to reduce
plant footprint. Once an algal system can be designed to minimize cost while maintaining
high nutrient removal rates, these systems will be able to truly convert wastewater treatment
plants into water resource recovery facilities.
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The overarching goal of this dissertation is to accelerate the pursuit of sustainability in
wastewater treatment, which proves particularly challenging given the charge of this field
is to protect the health of society and the environment. This work began by comparing a
multitude of AnMBR designs with the primary goal of identifying design decisions with the
greatest potential to enable energy positive domestic wastewater treatment while maintaining
treatment performance (Chapter 3). AnMBRs were shown to have consistently high COD
removal, but a key challenge facing this technology is the energy consumption due to fouling
prevention. However, not all AnMBR designs require energy-intensive cleaning measures. In
an effort to compare different AnMBR configurations without bias, a QSD framework was
implemented to elucidate the competitive advantages or serious pitfalls under the assumption
that all designs will one day be able to treat an influent wastewater to a uniform effluent
quality. There was no one design that had the lowest costs or environmental impacts,
rather, the results served to reinforce the need to examine tradeoffs between economic and
environmental factors. In doing so, operational and performance targets were determined
that would enable AnMBR designs with the greatest potential for energy positive carbon
management to succeed at a full-scale WRRF.
Following the comparison of AnMBR designs, a large-scale critical review and statistical
assessment of models for microalgae growth were performed (Chapers 4 and 5). The results
of the critical review showed that models for microalgal metabolism are diverging, rather
than converging. Moreover, comparing these models can prove difficult because some were
not calibrated or validated; those that were calibrated rarely used similar operating condi-
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tions, let alone the same data set. This review also reiterated the need to construct a model
that can interface with existing, established models for wastewater treatment (e.g., IWA
ASMs). In order to address these issues, 288 models of microalgae growth were constructed
based on the model components identified in Chapter 4. The sensitivity of each model to its
input parameters was assessed using a Monte Carlo simulation with Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling and sensitivity was quantified using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Sensitive
parameters for each model were then used during calibration to fit each model to the same
set of time-series data from a pilot-scale facility treating secondary effluent. Each model
was then subsequently validated using another data set from the same facility using the cal-
ibrated parameters. Results show that input parameters pertaining to growth and substrate
uptake were highly sensitive, underlying a need to determine these parameters analytically
or though real-time monitoring, rather than through calibration. Results from calibration
and validation show that the model decisions for growth, nutrient uptake, and temperature
were the only choices that caused significant changes in calibration quality. Based on this,
it is recommended to construct models using the Droop formulation for growth, a yield co-
efficient for nutrient uptake, and Arrhenius for temperature. Other model decisions (e.g.,
attenuation) did not significantly affect outputs, so the simplest equation should be utilized
for those components. All the models analyzed used a structure and notation similar to IWA
models, which would allow any of them to be used alongside ASMs.
6.2 The Potential of Emerging Technologies
A novel aspect of this work is the comparison of AnMBRs using unbiased metrics (e.g.,
potential energy production/consumption, net present value, and greenhouse gas emissions).
As the number of AnMBR designs continues to increase, it becomes imperative to determine
which have advantageous characteristics and how best to leverage them. This dissertation
is also novel in its use of a QSD framework that implemented LCA and LCC to elucidate
the relative importance and tradeoffs stemming from several design decisions that need to
be made when designing an AnMBR. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were also utilized
to ascertain which decisions and inputs have the greatest effect on net present cost as well
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as environmental impacts of the design. Certain choices result in a plant that is prohibited
by cost, environmental effects, or both (e.g., gas sparging). By identifying these critical
barriers, future research can focus on reducing these negative impacts or leveraging the
choices that have more beneficial results. This work has also determined that certain designs
can actually reduce environmental impacts during operation (i.e., decrease CO2, NOx, and
H+ concentrations in environment), which is a compelling argument for striving to improve
the efficiency of AnMBR processes. This framework, while tailored to AnMBRs, can be
modified to evaluate any technology landscape to compare potential costs and environmental
impacts against present and future benefits.
A novel aspect of the critical review of algae models is the breadth of this analysis. Reviews
typically focus on a sub-component of a model (e.g., light or temperature); by comparing
all models based on their structure and the frequency with which each equation was used,
this work able to provide recommendations for practitioners as well as researchers looking to
construct a model of their microalgal system. This work also pointed out common pitfalls
that lower accuracy of current models (e.g., omitting the effect of temperature or neglecting
to validate a model). The work presented in Chapter 5 was novel because it is the first
study to rigorously and quantitatively compare hundreds of microalgal models using data
from a pilot-scale facility treating secondary effluent. The results of this work enable model
structures to be compared statistically, allowing for the discernment of which model compo-
nent(s) perform the best. This work also reinforces the importance of both calibrating and
validating a model, given that the best-calibrated model was not the best-validated model.
By outlining which models have inherent advantages, practitioners and researchers can have
greater confidence when constructing a model of microalgae growth. This work will ideally
lead to a model that can be implemented in wastewater modeling software packages in order
to spur the usage of algae as a viable wastewater treatment process.
By promoting technologies that have synergies between effluent quality and energy pro-
duction, academia and industry are better poised to advance sustainable practices when
beginning a new project. In addition, though a combined anaerobic-phototrophic wastewa-
ter treatment plant could reduce energy demand and improve energy production, this work
does acknowledge that a great deal of research is needed in order for a design such as this
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to be feasible as a full-scale plant.
6.3 Broader Impacts
The contributions of this work extend beyond academia; wastewater practitioners will also
be able to better inform the decision-making process by giving insight into which aspects of
system design influence cost and environmental impact the most, or in the case of microalgae,
allow for the accurate modeling of these organisms at full-scale. Engineers in industry
need to be confident that these alternative wastewater treatment processes will be able to
meet discharge requirements in addition to being more efficient than conventional aerobic
processes. Ultimately, this research may help transition the state of the practice away from
energy- and environment-intensive aerobic wastewater treatment plants while continuing to
accomplish the overarching goal of holding human and environmental health paramount.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR DESIGN OF
ANAEROBIC MEMBRANE BIOREACTORS FOR
THE VALORIZATION OF DILUTE ORGANIC
CARBON WASTE STREAMS
A.1 List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation Definition
AeF Aerobic polishing filter
AF Anaerobic filter
AFMBR Anaerobic fluidized membrane bioreactor
AnMBR Anaerobic membrane bioreactor
BOD Biochemical oxygen demand
CAS Conventional activated sludge
CH4 Methane
CHP Combined heat and power
CIP Cleaning in-place
CO2 Carbon dioxide
COD Chemical oxygen demand
COP Cleaning out-of-place
CSTR Continuously stirred tank reactor
DM Degassing membrane
FS Flat sheet
GAC Granular activated carbon
GHG Greenhouse gas
GWP Global warming potential
HF Hollow fiber
HH Human health
HRT Hydraulic retention time
LCA Life cycle assessment
LCI Life cycle inventory
LCIA Life cycle impact assessment











NPV Net present value







QSD Quantitative sustainable design
RD&D Research, development, and deployment
SGD Specific gas demand




WRRF Water resource recovery facility
WTTP Wastewater treatment plant
A.2 Configurations Evaluated
Table A.1: List of all 150 AnMBR configurations examined in this manuscript.
CSTR none Submerged HF PET DM AF none Cross-flow FS PET no DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PET no DM AF none Cross-flow FS PTFE DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PTFE DM AF none Cross-flow FS PTFE no DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PTFE no DM AF none Cross-flow FS sinter steel DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PES DM AF none Cross-flow FS sinter steel no DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PES no DM AF none Cross-flow FS PES DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PVDF DM AF none Cross-flow FS PES no DM
CSTR none Submerged HF PVDF no DM AF none Cross-flow FS PVDF DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PET DM AF none Cross-flow FS PVDF no DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PET no DM AF none Cross-flow MT PET DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PTFE DM AF none Cross-flow MT PET no DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PTFE no DM AF none Cross-flow MT PTFE DM
CSTR none Submerged FS sinter steel DM AF none Cross-flow MT PTFE no DM
CSTR none Submerged FS sinter steel no DM AF none Cross-flow MT ceramic DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PES DM AF none Cross-flow MT ceramic no DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PES no DM AF none Cross-flow MT PES DM
CSTR none Submerged FS PVDF DM AF none Cross-flow MT PES no DM
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – (cont.)
CSTR none Submerged FS PVDF no DM AF none Cross-flow MT PVDF DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PET DM AF none Cross-flow MT PVDF no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PET no DM AF GAC Submerged HF PET DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PTFE DM AF GAC Submerged HF PET no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PTFE no DM AF GAC Submerged HF PTFE DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS sinter steel DM AF GAC Submerged HF PTFE no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS sinter steel no DM AF GAC Submerged HF PES DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PES DM AF GAC Submerged HF PES no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PES no DM AF GAC Submerged HF PVDF DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PVDF DM AF GAC Submerged HF PVDF no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow FS PVDF no DM AF GAC Submerged FS PET DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PET DM AF GAC Submerged FS PET no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PET no DM AF GAC Submerged FS PTFE DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PTFE DM AF GAC Submerged FS PTFE no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PTFE no DM AF GAC Submerged FS sinter steel DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT ceramic DM AF GAC Submerged FS sinter steel no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT ceramic no DM AF GAC Submerged FS PES DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PES DM AF GAC Submerged FS PES no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PES no DM AF GAC Submerged FS PVDF DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PVDF DM AF GAC Submerged FS PVDF no DM
CSTR none Cross-flow MT PVDF no DM AF AeF Submerged HF PET DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PET DM AF AeF Submerged HF PET no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PET no DM AF AeF Submerged HF PTFE DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PTFE DM AF AeF Submerged HF PTFE no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PTFE no DM AF AeF Submerged HF PES DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PES DM AF AeF Submerged HF PES no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PES no DM AF AeF Submerged HF PVDF DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PVDF DM AF AeF Submerged HF PVDF no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged HF PVDF no DM AF AeF Submerged FS PET DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PET DM AF AeF Submerged FS PET no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PET no DM AF AeF Submerged FS PTFE DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PTFE DM AF AeF Submerged FS PTFE no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PTFE no DM AF AeF Submerged FS sinter steel DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS sinter steel DM AF AeF Submerged FS sinter steel no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS sinter steel no DM AF AeF Submerged FS PES DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PES DM AF AeF Submerged FS PES no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PES no DM AF AeF Submerged FS PVDF DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PVDF DM AF AeF Submerged FS PVDF no DM
CSTR GAC Submerged FS PVDF no DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PET DM
AF none Submerged HF PET DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PET no DM
AF none Submerged HF PET no DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PTFE DM
AF none Submerged HF PTFE DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PTFE no DM
AF none Submerged HF PTFE no DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS sinter steel DM
AF none Submerged HF PES DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS sinter steel no DM
AF none Submerged HF PES no DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PES DM
AF none Submerged HF PVDF DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PES no DM
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – (cont.)
AF none Submerged HF PVDF no DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PVDF DM
AF none Submerged FS PET DM AF AeF Cross-flow FS PVDF no DM
AF none Submerged FS PET no DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PET DM
AF none Submerged FS PTFE DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PET no DM
AF none Submerged FS PTFE no DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PTFE DM
AF none Submerged FS sinter steel DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PTFE no DM
AF none Submerged FS sinter steel no DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT ceramic DM
AF none Submerged FS PES DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT ceramic no DM
AF none Submerged FS PES no DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PES DM
AF none Submerged FS PVDF DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PES no DM
AF none Submerged FS PVDF no DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PVDF DM
AF none Cross-flow FS PET DM AF AeF Cross-flow MT PVDF no DM
A.3 Supporting Information for LCA and TEA
Table A.2: Key static cost and efficiency assumptions for all designs. All other costs were
determined using Capdet. [413]
Parameter Value Citation
Unit Cost of GAC $13.78·kg–1 [414]
Unit Cost of Electricity $0.10·kWh–1 [415]
Unit Cost of EF-120 Degassing Membrane (DM) $10,000·DM–1 [416]
Flow Rate through DM 30 m3·hr–1 [417]
Power Consumption by DM 3 kW·DM–1 a
Unit Cost of Sodium Hypochlorite (NaOCl) $0.14·L–1 [418]
NaOCl Usage Rate (12.5% solution) 2.2 L·yr–1 per m3·d–1 [418]
Unit Cost of Citric Acid $0.22·L–1 [418]
Citric Acid Usage Rate (100% solution) 0.6 L·yr-1 per m3·d–1 [418]
Unit Cost of Bisulfite $0.08·L–1 [418]
Bisulfite Usage Rate (38% solution) 0.35 L·yr–1 per m3·d–1 [418]
Unit Cost of Wall Concrete $850·m–3 [414]
Unit Cost of Slab Concrete $460·m–3 [414]
Unit Cost of Earthwork $10.50·m–3 [414]
Unit Cost of Packing Media $195·m–3 [414]
Sludge Disposal Cost $0.14·kg–1 [418]
Membrane Replacement Labor Cost 15% of membrane cost [418]
CHP Construction Cost $1,225·kW generated [414]
Fuel Cell CHP Efficiency 40.5% [162]
Microturbine CHP Efficiency 27% [135]
Internal Combustion CHP Efficiency 36% [162]
Combustion Gas CHP Efficiency 31.5% [162]
a DMs were assumed to operate at energy neutrality such that electricity consumption by DMs was
equivalent to electricity production from methane recovered by the DMs.
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A.3.1 Determination of Blower Cost
Specific gas demand (SGD) per unit membrane area was assumed and was multiplied
by membrane surface area to determine SGD per unit. This was then multiplied by the
number of units to determine total SGD. The number of blowers needed for a given design
was determined by comparing the required air flow to the capacity of an individual blower
(three different sized blowers were used: 7,500, 18,000, and 100,000 scfm). Starting with the














0-30,000 CFMB = TCFMN ;
TCFM
N < 7, 500 scfm
58, 000 · 0.7 ·
CFMB0.6169
3,000
30,000-72,000 CFMB = TCFMN ;
TCFM
N < 18, 000 scfm
218, 000 · 0.377 ·
CFMB0.5928
12,000
>72,000 CFMB = TCFMN ;
TCFM
N < 100, 000 scfm
480, 000 · 0.964 ·
CFMB0.4286
50,000
A.3.2 Determination of Pumping Cost
Pumping cost was determined according to the following equation:
Pump Cost = 2.065× 105 + 7.721× 104Qavg
where Qavg is the average influent flow rate (MGD).
Table A.3: Materials and processes in the life cycle inventory (LCI).
Material or Process LCI Data Source
Aluminum Aluminum ingot, production mix, at plant/US
Continued on next page
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Table A.3 – (cont.)
Material or Process LCI Data Source
Bitumen Bitumen, at refinery/kg/US
Ceramica Alumina, at plant/US
CHP Mini CHP plant, common components for heat+electricity CH
construction | Alloc Def, U
Chromium Steel Steel, chromium steel 18/8, hot rolled RER| production | Alloc
Def, U
Citric Acid Citric acid RER| production | Alloc Def, U
Concrete Concrete, normal CH| production | Alloc Def, U
Copper Copper RER| production, primary | Alloc Def, U
Copper Copper concentrate RER| copper mine operation | Alloc Def, U
Disposal Inert waste, for final disposal CH| treatment of inert waste, inert
material landfill | Alloc Rec, U
Electricity, coal Electricity, anthracite coal, at power plant/RNA
Electricity, hydro Electricity, high voltage ASCC| electricity production, hydro,
pumped storage | Alloc Def, U
Electricity, natural
gas
Electricity, natural gas, at power plant/US
Electricity, nuclear Electricity, nuclear, at power plant/US




Electricity, high voltage CH| treatment of municipal solid waste,
incineration | Alloc Def, U
Electricity, wind Electricity, high voltage ASCC| electricity production, wind, <1
MW turbine, onshore | Alloc Def, U
Excavation Excavation, hydraulic digger RER| processing | Alloc Def, U
Extrusion of plastic
pipes
Extrusion, plastic pipes RER| production | Alloc Def, U
Flat glass Flat glass, uncoated RER| production | Alloc Def, U
GACa Carbon black GLO| production | Alloc Def, U
HDPE Polyethylene, high density, granulate RER| production | Alloc
Def, U
Inorganic chemicals Chemical, inorganic GLO| production | Alloc Def, U
LDPE Polyethylene, low density, granulate RER| production | Alloc
Def, U
Limestone Lime CH| production, milled, loose | Alloc Def, U
Limestone Limestone, crushed, for mill CH| production | Alloc Def, U
Limestone Limestone, unprocessed CH| limestone quarry operation | Alloc
Def, U
Organic chemicals Chemical, organic GLO| production | Alloc Def, U
Continued on next page
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Table A.3 – (cont.)
Material or Process LCI Data Source
PESa Polysulfone GLO| polysulfone production, for membrane filtra-
tion production | Alloc Def, U
PET Polyethylene terephthalate, granulate, amorphous RER| produc-
tion | Alloc Def, U
PTFEa Tetrafluoroethylene RER| production | Alloc Def, U
PVDFa Polyvinylfluoride, film US| production | Alloc Def, U
Reinforcing steel Reinforcing steel RER| production | Alloc Def, U
Rock wool Rock wool CH| production | Alloc Def, U
Rock wool Rock wool, packed CH| production | Alloc Def, U
Sintered steel* Sinter, iron GLO| production | Alloc Def, U
Sodium hypochlorite Sodium hypochlorite, without water, in 15% solution state RER|
sodium hypochlorite production, product in 15% solution state
| Alloc Def, U
Synthetic rubber Synthetic rubber RER| production | Alloc Def, U




Transport, freight train US| diesel | Alloc Def, U
Transport via truck Transport, freight, lorry 16-32 metric ton, EURO5 RER| trans-
port, freight, lorry 16-32 metric ton, EURO5 | Alloc Def, U
a Indicates a material or process for which inventory data were not directly available and a surrogate was
used. Direct emissions of nitrogen (as ammonium) and phosphorus (as phosphate) were also included








































































Figure A.1: System boundary for LCA/TEA of AnMBRs, including both construction and
operation. First- and second-order environmental impacts are considered. Impacts
pertaining to specific designs are indicated.
A.4 Determination of Energy Consumption
A.4.1 Determination of Pumping Electricity Consumption
The procedure for estimating pumping electricity demand followed the same process as
described previously. [2]
The total dynamic head (TDH) is comprised of the static head (Hts), the friction head
(Hsf , Hdf), and minor losses (Hm). For AnMBRs, permeate pumping must also be considered
by including transmembrane pressure (TMP). TDH can then be calculated by the equation
below:
TDH = Hts +Hsf +Hdf +Hm + TMP
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Table A.4: Maximum and minimum values for the TEA, net energy consumption, and
LCA metrics examined in Figure 3.3. All values are in equivalents per m3 of wastewater
treated and are medians (from 3,000 simulations) from each design. Once the median value
for each design was determined for each metric, the minimum and maximum values across
all designs were identified.
Minimum Maximum
[value of “0” in Figure 3.3] [value of “1” in Figure 3.3]
Cost [$] $0.07 $0.17
Net Energy Consumption [kWh] -0.09 1.57
Ozone Depletion [kg CFC-11] 3.60×10–9 7.93×10–5
Global Warming [kg CO2] 5.60×10–2 3.97
Smog [kg O3] -7.92×10–4 6.22×10–2
Acidification [kg SO2] -1.42×10–3 2.88×10–2
Eutrophication [kg N] 2.82×10–2 2.90×10–2
HH Cancer [kg CTUh] 1.55×10–9 2.42×10–8
HH Non-Cancer [kg CTUh] 1.71×10–9 1.24×10–7
HH Criteria [kg PM 2.5] -2.24×10–5 9.37×10–4
Ecotoxicity [kg CTUe] 1.68×10–1 2.40
However, because minor losses are insignificant compared to the static and friction heads,
Hm can be negated. Terms in the TDH equation are further elaborated below:
Total Static Head, Hts (ft): The total static head of pumping can be calculated by the
equation below.
Hts = Hds – Hss
Suction Static Head, Hss (ft): Suction static head of pumping is the elevation difference
between the water level in the reactor and the centerline of the permeate pump.
Discharge Static Head, Hds (ft): Discharge static head of pumping is the elevation dif-
ference between the centerline of the pump and the centerline of the effluent (where water
is discharged). The effluent is assumed to be the highest point, thus setting the hydraulic
reference.
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Suction Friction Head, Hsf (ft): Suction friction head can be estimated using the Hazen-




where L is the length of the pipe (ft), V is the velocity of the liquid in the pipe (ft·s–1), D
is the inner diameter of the pipe (ft) and C is the Hazen-Williams coefficient.
Discharge Friction Head, Hdf (ft): Discharge friction head refers to the friction loss caused
in the pipes on the discharge side. The Hazen- Williams equation is also used to calculate
this value.
Transmembrane Pressure, TMP (ft): This value (defined in Table 3.2 of the manuscript
is based on the literature, as described in Figure 3.6 and Table A.6.
Brake Horsepower, BHP: BHP is the amount of horsepower required to drive the pump
and can be calculated by the equation below:
BHP =
Q · TDH
3960 · Pump Efficiency
where Q is the flow rate (gpm), TDH is the total dynamic head (ft), and the pump efficiency
is assumed to be 80%.
Energy consumption, E (kW): The amount of energy input into the motor of the pump




where BHP is the break horsepower (hp) and motor efficiency is assumed to be 70%.
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Table A.5: Heat transfer coefficients (median of range) and temperatures used to calculate
digester heating requirements.
300 mm thick concrete wall with insulation 0.7 W·m–2·◦C–1
300 mm thick concrete floor in contact with dry earth 1.7 W·m–2·◦C–1
Floating cover with 25 mm insulating board 0.95 W·m–2·◦C–1
Specific heat of sludge 4,200 J·kg–1·◦C–1
Temperature of air 17 ◦C
Temperature of incoming sludge 25 ◦C
Temperature of ground 10 ◦C
Temperature of AD 35 ◦C
A.4.2 Determination of Gas Sparging Electricity Consumption
The procedure for estimating sparging electricity demand followed the same process as de-
scribed previously. [2] The electricity consumption for gas sparging was determined according










where Pw is the power requirement (kW), w is the weight flow rate of air - volumetric flow
rate of air, Qa, times specific weight - (kg·s–1), R is the engineering gas constant for air (8.314
kJ·kmol–1·K–1), T1 is the absolute inlet pressure (K), p1 is the absolute inlet pressure (atm),
p2 is the absolute outlet pressure (atm), n is 0.283, and e is the efficiency (0.80). [128]
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A.4.3 Determination of Anaerobic Digester Heating Requirements
Digester heating requirements were determined according to the procedure outlined in
Tchobanoglous et al., 2013. [20] A side depth of 10 m and a SRT of 20 d was assumed.
Waste activated sludge (WAS) was assumed to be thickened to 25,000 mg·L–1. Heat transfer
coefficients were obtained from Tchobanoglous et al., 2013 [20] and can be found in Table
A.5 below.
Heat loss was calculated according to the following equation:
q = UAΔT
where q is heat loss (J·s–1), U is the heat transfer coefficient (W·m–2·◦C–1), A is the cross-
sectional area over which heat loss is occurring (m2), and ΔT is the temperature drop across
the surface (◦C). The required heat is the sum of losses through the walls, floor, and roof





Effluent standards are met by all designs.
Granular activated carbon (GAC) is not replaced during the project lifetime.
Including GAC with submerged membrane units eliminates the need for gas sparg-
ing (fouling is controlled by fluidizing the bed of GAC around the submerged mem-
branes).
Degassing membranes (DMs) do not need to be replaced during the project lifetime.
DM is 100% effective at removing dissolved methane (i.e., all soluble methane is
recovered).
The environmental impacts of grid electricity consumption are based on the US 2014
average mix of fuel sources.
A slope of 1.5:1 and a freeboard of 3 ft were assumed for excavation.
All suspended growth biological trains (AnMBR CSTRs and submerged membrane
tanks, CAS, and A/B) had the cross-section of Figure A.2.
A.5 Design Process Overview
A.5.1 Design of Anaerobic Membrane Bioreactor (AnMBR) Systems
The sizing of completely stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) was dictated by the specified
hydraulic retention time (HRT). For anaerobic filters (AFs) and down-flow aerobic sponge
filters (AeFs), reactor volumes were dictated by the specified organic loading rates (OLRs).
CSTRs were configured as in Figures A.2-A.4, and included a cover. The number of AFs
was determined by minimizing the number of equally sized units in parallel with a maximum
reactor diameter of 12 meters and a maximum working depth of 6 meters. The cross-sectional
area of AeFs was determined by hydraulic loading rate (HLR), after which the number of
AeFs was determined by minimizing the number of equally sized units in parallel with a
maximum reactor diameter of 12 meters.
For cross-flow membrane configurations, membranes cassettes were assumed to be on racks
in a building with the pumps. The total membrane area was dictated by the specified flux
and the forward flow. Building area was calculated based on the geometry of representative
flat sheet (FS) and multi-tube (MT) membrane cassettes (discussed in Section 3.4.1.2).
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For submerged membrane configurations, the membrane tank was sized based on the total
membrane area (dictated by the specified flux and the forward flow) and the geometry of
representative flat sheet (FS) and hollow fiber (HF) membrane cassettes (discussed in Section
3.4.1.2). The building housing pumps and blowers (if sparging was used) was constructed
at the end of the treatment train.
For CSTRs with submerged membrane modules, the least costs and impacts were achieved
when membrane tank volume was minimized. As such, these configurations were designed as
a membrane tank preceded by a CSTR. If the necessary HRT for the CSTR was greater than
the HRT of the membrane tank, an additional biological reactor (without membranes) was
designed to precede the membrane tank. The number of trains was calculated by minimizing
the number of equally sized trains in parallel with 16 to 48 membrane cassettes in a single
row (with two parallel rows per train, as shown in Figure A.5 and A.6).
A.5.2 Design of High Rate Activated Sludge + Anaerobic Digester
(HRAS+AD) System
The HRAS+AD design approach followed the general procedure outlined in Rittmann
and McCarty [21] with the calculation of required solids residence time (SRT; 1 day) at
a specified mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration typical of HRAS systems.
Hydraulic retention time (HRT) was calculated based on target removal of soluble BOD
and kinetics, and HRT was then used to size the biological reactors. Secondary clarifiers
and return activated sludge (RAS) pumping were sized based on a maximum solids loading
rate (SLR) of 20 lbs·ft–2·d–1 and an underflow solids concentration of 10,000 mg-(TSS)·L–1.
The number of trains in parallel was calculated following the same procedure as AnMBR
membrane tanks: the minimum number of equally sized trains in parallel with reactor length
between 23 and 30 meters.
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Wasted sludge was sent to an anaerobic digester for biogas production and solids stabiliza-
tion. The design approach followed the general procedure outlined in Tchobanoglous et al.,
2013 [20] with the specification of SRT (20 days) and operation under mesophilic conditions
(35 ◦C). Methane production was calculated based on 35% BOD degradation and an assumed
waste conversion of degraded BOD to methane of 70% (corrected for biomass growth in the
digester). [20] Heating requirements for the digester were calculated following Tchobanoglous
et al., 2013 [20] assuming heat transfer coefficients of 0.7, 2.85, and 0.95 W·m–2·◦C–1 for
the walls, floor, and floating cover, respectively. [20] Digester heating was achieved first with
waste heat from the combined heat and power (CHP) process, with additional heat provided
(if required) by burning produced methane solely for heat.
A.5.3 Pump, Blower, and Pipe Sizing
Pumps were sized based on required flows and total dynamic head calculated as the sum
of the static head, friction head, and minor losses, and energy consumption was estimated
assuming 80% pump efficiency and 70% motor efficiency (56% efficiency overall). Piping for
liquids was sized to be the maximum standard pipe diameter that maintained liquid velocity
greater than 3 feet·sec–1 to avoid solids settling.
Gas header and supply manifold piping (for sparging in AnMBR or aeration in CAS
and A/B processes) were designed with a target gas velocity of 70 feet·sec–1, and a blower
efficiency of 70% and motor effiency of 70% were assumed (49% efficiency overall).
A.5.4 Sludge Thickening
Gravity belt thickeners (GBTs) were designed to operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
GBTs were designed such that the maximum hydraulic loading is no more than 150 gal·m–1·min–1
with all units in service. The number of GBTs required was based on a maximum GBT width
of 3 meters per GBT.
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A.5.5 Degassing Membrane
Degassing membranes (DMs) were designed to remove biogas from membrane permeate
at a rate of 30 m3·hr–1 per unit with all units in service. [417] The number of required units
was calculated based on the permeate flow rate. The DMs were assumed to be 100% efficient
and consumed 3 kW·DM–1. If a DM was not utilized in a design, between 30-50% of the



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.6 Representative Schematics of Designed Treatment Systems
Figure A.2: Side view of membrane tank and pumphouse for submerged AnMBRs. Flow
proceeds from left to right with the influent distribution channel, membrane tanks in
parallel, and the effluent channel with a building for permeate pumps and blowers (if gas
sparging is needed).
Figure A.3: Detailed side view of membrane tank and pumphouse for submerged AnMBRs.
All relevant materials are included: reinforced concrete (hatched blue), membrane cassettes
(royal blue), permeate piping (green), gas headers (purple), permeate pumps (black),
internal recirculation pump and piping (orange), and blowers for sparging (purple and
yellow).
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Figure A.4: Detailed plan view of membrane tank and pumphouse for submerged AnMBR
configuration. All relevant materials are included: reinforced concrete (hatched blue),
membrane cassettes (royal blue), permeate piping (green), gas headers (purple), permeate
pumps (black), internal recirculation pump and piping (orange), and blowers for sparging
(purple and yellow).
Figure A.5: Side view of a single membrane train.
Figure A.6: Side view of membrane trains in series.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR MICROALGAE
MODELING IN WATER RESOURCE RECOVERY
FACILITIES: A CRITICAL REVIEW
A table of all articles included in the analysis can be found in the following file:
Shoener_Appendix_B.
This data set includes full references of each article as well as values for each category used




QUANTITATIVE STATISTICAL ASSESSMENT OF
MICROALGAE MODELS TO OPTIMIZE MODEL
STRUCTURE AND PROMOTE INCLUSION IN




Mass balances are based on the principle of mass conservation and generally have the
form:
Input + Reaction = Output + Accumulation
For the example of flow rate, influent and effluent flow rates may both be known (reaction
and accumulation terms are 0), but due to sensor variability, these values may vary slightly.
C.2 Calibration and Validation










where ncal is the number of observations used for calibration and Pcal,i and Ocal,i are the
predicted and observed calibration values at time step i, respectively.

















where nval is the number of observations used for validation and Pval,i and Oval,i are the
predicted and observed validation values, respectively.
return activated algae
Q = 53.1 m3/day
mix tank
V = 3.63 m3
secondary
effluent
Q = 56.0 m3/day harvestedalgae
Q = 1.45 m3/day
effluent
permeate
Q = 54.5 m3/day
membrane
V = 0.42 m3
Q = 109 m3/day
photobioreactor
V = 2.88 m3
Figure C.1: Schematic of modeled system showing volumes and flow rates.
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Table C.1: Overview of parameters and constants used in PM2 equations that were not
included in sensitivity analysis as well as state variables. For state variables, though they










ATP required for conversion of acetyl-
CoA to biomass precursors






ATP required for polymerization of






ATP utilization to transport assimi-
lable phosphorus in the form of or-







CO2 production from the catabolism of
acetyl-CoA to generate reducing power






Efficiency of oxidative phosphorylation
(P/O ratio) in mitochondria





CO2 production from the synthesis of 1






PAR absorption coefficient on a TSS
(total suspended solids) basis
0.049 [97] m2·g TSS–1









fLI Calculated value Ratio of stored lipids to functional cells 0.00595 g COD·g
COD –1
I Scenario parameter Incident PAR irradiance Model input μE·m-2·s–1
Iavg Calculated value Average PAR irradiance Modeled
over time
μE·m-2·s–1
In Scenario parameter Maximum incident PAR irradiance “ir-
radiance at noon”)
250 [97] μE·m-2·s–1




QN,min Kinetic parameter Nitrogen subsistence quota 0.083 [97] g N·g
COD–1




QP,min Kinetic parameter Phosphorus subsistence quota 0.018* g P·g
COD–1
* Assumes N:P ratio of 5:1 [246]
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SCO2 State variable Soluble carbon dioxide 0.0, 24.0, 0.0 g CO2·m–3
SNH State variable Concentration of dissolved ammo-
nium
2.0, 1.2, 1.0 g N·m–3
SNO State variable Concentration of dissolved ni-
trate/nitrite
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 g N·m–3
SO2 State variable Concentration of dissolved oxygen 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 g O2·m–3
SP State variable Concentration of dissolved phospho-
rus
0.054, 0.0, 0.0 g P·m–3
SS State variable Extracellular dissolved organic car-
bon
5.0, 8.0, 15.0 g COD·m–3






XCHL State variable Chlorophyll content of cells 5.0, 5.0, 10.0 g Chl·m–3
XCH State variable Concentration of stored carbohy-
drates
1.6, 1.5, 25.0 g COD·m–3
XLI State variable Concentration of stored lipids 9.3, 8.75, 37.5 g COD·m–3
XN State variable Concentration of cell-associated ni-
trogen
QN,min× XALG g N·m–3
XP State variable Concentration of cell-associated
phosphorus
QP,min× XALG g P·m–3













Yield of storage carbohydrates (as






Yield of storage lipids (as triacyl-






Yield of carbon-accumulating pho-










Yield of storage carbohydrates (as






Yield of storage lipids (as triacyl-





Yield of carbon-accumulating pho-





Table C.2: Overview of parameters and constants used in PM2 equations that were
included in sensitivity analysis. Parameters were varied ±25% uniformly. Values in
parentheses are minimum and maximum bounds utilized during model calibration (if a









Power coefficient for carbohy-
drate storage inhibition
2.9 (1, 10) [97] -
β2 Stoichiometric
parameter
Power coefficient for lipid storage
inhibition
3.5 (1, 10) [97] -





1.19 (10–4, 5) [97] -
arra Kinetic parameter Arrhenius constant 0.81 (10–4, 5) [425] -
arre Kinetic parameter Arrhenius exponential constant 0.0631 (10–4,
5) [425]
°C–1
breactor Design parameter Thickness of reactor along light
path
0.03 (0.01, 1) [97] m
Ea Kinetic parameter Schuster light absorption coeffi-
cient
0.05 (10–4, 5) [277] m2·g
Es Kinetic parameter Schuster light scattering coeffi-
cient
2.0 (10–4, 5) [277] m2·g
fmaxCH Stoichiometric
parameter
Maximum achievable ratio of








Maximum achievable ratio of





Iopt Kinetic parameter Optimal irradiance 300 (150, 500) [97] μE·m–2·s–1
kγ Kinetic parameter Photoadaptation coefficient 10–5 (10–6,
10–4) [97]
-
kI Kinetic parameter Irradiance half-saturation con-
stant
45 (40, 150) [427] μE·m–2·s–1
kN Kinetic parameter Nitrogen half-saturation con-
stant
0.1 (10–4, 5) [97] g N·m–3










kP Kinetic parameter Phosphorus half-saturation con-
stant
1.0 (10–4, 5) [97] g P·m–3
kP,inhib Kinetic parameter Andrews inhibition constant for
phosphorus
1.25× 104
(104, 2× 104) [428]
g P·m–3
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Description Value and origin of
value
Units
kS Kinetic parameter Organic carbon half-
saturation constant
6.3 (1, 10) [188] g COD·m–3
kSTO Kinetic parameter Stored substrate saturation
coefficient
1.6 (10–4, 5) [97] g COD·g
COD–1
mATP Kinetic parameter Specific maintenance rate 15.84 (1, 30) [426] g ATP·g
COD–1·d–1
q̂CH Kinetic parameter Maximum specific carbohy-
drate storage rate
0.594 (0.004, 4) [426] g COD·g
COD–1·d–1
q̂LI Kinetic parameter Maximum specific lipid stor-
age rate
0.910 (0.004, 4) [426] g COD·g
COD–1·d–1
QN,max Kinetic parameter Maximum nitrogen quota 0.417 (10–4, 5) [426] g N·g
COD–1
QP,max Kinetic parameter Maximum phosphorus quota 0.092 (10–4, 5) [426] g P·g
COD–1
Tmax Kinetic parameter Maximum temperature for
CTMI
45.8 (30, 60) [311] °C
Tmin Kinetic parameter Minimum temperature for
CTMI
5.2 (10–4, 15) [311] °C
Topt Kinetic parameter Optimum temperature for
CTMI
38.7 (20, 40) [311] °C
V̂NH Kinetic parameter Maximum specific ammo-
nium uptake rate
0.254 (10–4, 5) [97] g N·g
COD–1·d–1
V̂NO Kinetic parameter Maximum specific nitrate up-
take rate
0.254 (10–4, 5) [97] g N·g
COD–1·d–1
V̂P Kinetic parameter Maximum specific phospho-
rus uptake rate




Yield of algal biomass on ni-
trogen
21.64 (3, 45) [429] g COD·g N
YP,XALG** Stoichiometric
parameter
Yield of algal biomass on ni-
trogen
151.51 (70, 275) [429] g COD·g P
* YN,XALG bounds were calculated assuming 100 g VSS · g P
–1 and 3-40 g N · g P–1.
** YP,XALG bounds were calculated assuming 50-200 g VSS · g P
–1 and a COD of 1.366 g COD·g
VSS–1.
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Table C.3: List of processes with corresponding numbers and units.
Number Process Name Units
1 Photoadaptation g Chl·m –3·d–1
2 Ammonia uptake g N·m–3·d–1
3 Phototrophic nitrate uptake g N·m–3·d–1
4 Heterotrophic nitrate uptake g N·m–3·d–1
5 Phosphorus uptake g P·m–3·d–1
6 Phototrophic growth g COD ·m–3·d–1
7 Phototrophic carbohydrate storage g COD ·m–3·d–1
8 Phototrophic lipid storage g COD ·m–3·d–1
9 Phototrophic growth on stored carbohydrates g COD ·m–3·d–1
10 Phototrophic growth on stored lipids g COD ·m–3·d–1
11 Phototrophic degradation of stored carbohydrates for
maintenance
g COD ·m–3·d–1
12 Phototrophic degradation of stored lipids for mainte-
nance
g COD ·m–3·d–1
13 Phototrophic endogenous respiration g COD ·m–3·d–1
14 Heterotrophic growth g COD ·m–3·d–1
15 Heterotrophic carbohydrate storage g COD ·m–3·d–1
16 Heterotrophic lipid storage g COD ·m–3·d–1
17 Heterotrophic growth on stored carbohydrates g COD ·m–3·d–1
18 Heterotrophic growth on stored lipids g COD ·m–3·d–1
19 Heterotrophic degradation of stored carbohydrates for
maintenance
g COD ·m–3·d–1
20 Heterotrophic degradation of stored lipids for mainte-
nance
g COD ·m–3·d–1
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